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Fies December 23, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Federal Reserve Bank of New York and Tbrld Bank rond Issue

I telephoned Mr. Coombs with respect to the question of balance of
payments' impact of a World Bank bond issue in New York. I recalled our dis-
cussion in Basle on the same subject. In Basle we had agreed that a World Bank
bond issue would not only have no unfavorable impact on the balance of payments
but indeed would make some contribution. Mr. Coombs said that he still accepted
this argument and had passed it on to Mr. Hayes and that they both agreed on
this. Their views had not changed.

I referred to the discussions which had been held with the World Bank
managing underwriters. He said that there was probably a misunderstanding.
Mr. Hayes had stated that in the 10 run a bond issue would be a debit on the
balance of payments. Mr. e fuly reognised that this was not true in the
short run. Perhaps those in the meeting had not understood this distinction.
We discussed this briefly, and Mr. Coombs took the point that the "short-run"
in this case was a number of years. ie would make sure that Mr. Hayes understood
this.

Mr. Coombe felt that the entire matter would be best handled by the
Secretary of the Treasury announcing at an appropriate time that the World Bank
issue had his approval.

With respect to the impact of phone calls from Fed staff to orld Bank
bond holders, he thought that this sort of thing had happened in a number of
different cases -- frequently the Fed staff telephoned for statistical reasons
but such telephone calls were at times misinterpreted. The Fed clearly was not
discouraging the purchase of AbrId Bank bonds. If there wee's any complaints or
misunderstandings, the Fed would be glad to clear them up. Mr. Coombs was well
aware of the uide Lines and the preference given tothe less developed countries.
The conversation was most cordial throughout.

cat Mr. Wilson
Mr. Cavanaugh



December 23, 1965

W7 dear Meenai,

I am writing with two purposes in mind. The
first is to wish you the best of everything in 1966 and
to hope that all goes well with you and your family.
The second is to tell you that we are still keeping an
office and desk for you. I am hoping that you will find
it possible -o joir us. I know that these have been very
troubled :,,nd turbulent tLimes for your country and there-
fore for you. I na not asking when but only wish you to
know that - am still~1ieping the place open and hope very
much that at some time you will be able to accept the
offer.

'"-a work has been -vryr interesting this year,
and I am comrpletely confident that you would enjoy both
the people and the challenge of what we are trying to
accomplish.

With warm regards to you and your family,

Yours sincere1,

Irving . Friedman
The Economic Adviser to the President

Mr. S. A. Meenai
State Bank of Pakistan
Central Directorate
Karachi, West Pakistan



December 23, 1965

Der Giorgios

I was most sorry to learn that you were not
very well. I trust that you have recovered by now.
Beale proved to be a very interesting weekend, but
I only stayed for the weekend and then went back
to Washington. The work here continues to be very
interesting and I am enjoying my relations with
Woods. I do hope that it will not be too long before
we have the opportunity to see each other. I m
be cosing to Europe around February-March and perhaps
with Edna.

The family here is fine. They are all back
fram school, and the house is crowded again. We do
wish that you and Doria were able to share the
Christmas with us, It would be like old times.

With best wishes,

Yours sincerely,

Mr. Giorgio Cigliana-Piaza
Vice President
Morgan Guaranty Trust Co
C/o Grand Hotel
Rome, Italy

ISFriedman:cn



December 23, 1965

P!ESONAL

DECLASSIFIED

AUG 16 2023

Dear Gabriel, WBG ARCHIVES

I would like to say how much I enjoyed my visit to
Basle, and I, as always, found it most profitable. I do hope
that you and the family had a Merry Christmas and will have a
fine New Year's.

You will recall that I mentioned the Society for
International Development. I am enclosing some literature on
it which, I believe, is more or less self-explanatory. The
Patrons of this Society have been donating a $1,000 a year but
mcst of our income comes from Foundation grants. You also men-
tioned that you might be able to speak to Formentini when he
comes. I had hoped to be able to approach the European Invest-
ment Bank myself, but it would be wonderful if you could do so
with him when you see him next. It would do a great deal for
the prestige of the Society to have these two institutions join
our very select group of Patrons. I do bilieve the Society is
worthwhile, and as you know, I do feel that even strictly mone-
tary institutions have a proven interest in knowing about the
less developed world and in making their contribution from their
rich experience to the less developed world.

Wth best wishes for the New Year,

Yours sincerely,

Irving 3. Friedman

Mr. Gabriel Ferras
General M1anager
Bank for International Settlements
BaBMi, Switserland



December 23, 1965

Dear Giorgio,

I was most sorry to learn that you are not very
well. Basle proved to be a very interesting weekend, but
I only stayed for the weekend and went back to Washington.
The work here continues to be very interesting and I am
enjoying myr relations with Woods. I do hope that it will
not be too long before we have the opportunity to see each
other. I M be coming to Europe around February-March
and perhaps with FAna.

The family here is fine. They are all back from
school, and the house is crowded again. We do wish that
the both of you were able to share the Christmas with us.
It would be like old times.

With best wishes,

Yours sincerely,

Irving S. Friedman



Files December 17, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Developpment Financing

In connection with our forthccsiing work on raising .funds
for development financing, particularly in &rope, I am creating a
working group to consult with me this problem. I am proposing for
the members of this group - Mr. King, Mr. Sarma, Mr. Thompson,
Mr. Van der Mal, Mr. Tamagna and Mr. do Fontenay.

cc: Mr. Sarma
Mr. Thompson
Mr. Van der Mel
Mr. Tamagna
Mr. de Fontenay

ISPriedmanscn



Mr. aear D. mods Decemer 17, 1965

Irving S. riedan

Visit to JUS - De b g eetDPl

I found the visit to the 3IS meeting worthubi*, It gave
w the opportunity to speak privately not only to It. Ferras, Milton
Gilbert in the MS itself, but also to a number af Governors of t1e

tropean Central Bank and Directors of their banks, plus ir. Iaes
and Mt. oombv af the Federal Reserve Bank of New York and Mr. Makawa,

rectoar of the Bank of Japan. The presne af Mr. zisalde at the
meting added considerable spice to the discussions. There were all
saorts at conjectures as to wy he was there. Mag told e that he had
made a fine impression.

Iy various discussions fall, within three or four categories,
namely, inmestment by Central Ban*s in ¶*rld Bank paper, reactions to
the Supplementary Finance Scheme and the need for a systmatic attack
on the problem af how to raise re capital for developmental purposes.
Before reporting briefly on these matters, I would like to make a few
ma general emennts.

(a) There iU a general acceptance o the Bank's $3 - h
billion figure af additional need which could be used
effectively. It now seems to have entered into the

wu-opean tinking as well as elsewhere as a "hard"
estimate which must be t~lkmn into consideration
when considering future aid.

(b) The prestie and reputation of the World Bank is
said to be higher than ever., The efforts in recent
years to extend the scope af the Bank's interest
has seemingly not dini shed the Bank's rputation
as a hrd headed sound instituton.

I. Purchase If 1Wrld Bak Bnds kr (entral Baks

One af the activities af the weenn at the BIS was the
meeting af the Cowtittee on %bltilateral Surveyance" which meets every
two months to consider the eneomic situation and outlook in Italy. I was
told by I. Baffi of Italy that in the course of talks it. H1oltrop
critised the policy of Italy in investing in World Bank notes. Mr. H1oltrop
felt that Italy should instead keep its reserves available for further
expansion of the Italian econoW. Mr. Holtrop also gave soue rather
theoretical arguments on te proper use of reserves. It is said that he
has been made sensitive to this problen because of the proposals made to
link the performance of the international moetary system to the extension
of development finance. I was also told that at te meeting Messrs.Carli and
aninger indicated their disagremnt with Holtrop and supported the policy



of investing reserves in Wrld Pank notes. Mr. Coombs felt they had
been answered adequately.

3aving been informed of this, it was then possible for me
in conversing With a number of different people including the Italians,
the Germans, the French and the TDutch to give reasons why it was reasonable
for Central Banks to invest part of their reserves in World Bank notes
and indeed, this could be done in much larger amounts without going
contrary to entral Bank practices and experience. Mr principal argument
was that no well-run country ever gets into a position of exhausting
its reserves; therefore, there was always a considerable portion of
reserves that were simply locked up for the ultimate contingency. These
reserves played no role in the settlement of international balance of
payments deficits and, therefore, the forms in which they are held need
not be subject to the sas rigorous rules as tie forms in which reserves
are held which may have to be encashed to meet balance of payments deficits.
On the World Bank side we did not sell these two year notes to Central
Banks in arder to reform the monetary system or even to obtain additional
development finance. Rather, it was to overcome the anomaly of the World
Bank having to set aside a large amount of resources to meet disburse-
ments which could have as their counterpart short-term borrowing.
This would help the World Bank as a financial institution to use resources
for development which it had obtained in other ways such as long-term
borrowing and amortization and interest on outstanding investments.
Various people to whom I spoke said that they found the argumente given
convincing and would make use of them when the question arose again.

As to the amounts which could be sold, Mr. cuombs thought that
the Italians might be willing to invest $200 million in two year notes
and perhaps the French would go for $50 to $100 million. Without trying
to guess what the outcome of any talks would be, ray guess is that you
could begin talks with the French and Italians in these magnitudes
without their being horrified. Germany has now become much more reluctant
to add to the holding of World Bank paper by the Bundesbank. The principal
reason is that the deterioration in their balance of payments, which is
expected to continue for saws months, may result in a situation that a
large portion of their dollar reserves (i.e. excluding gold) would be
held in Ibrld Bank paper, The Ilerman approach on this seems to be quite
practical; so much would depend on how much of the deficit materialised.
Mr. Blessing and Mr. Tungeler remarked that if more than one-third of
their Bank's dollar assets were held in World Bank paper, this could be
regarded as too much. Germary's dollar assets now amount to $1.9 billion.

II. World Bank Bond lssues

The Germans feel that a World Bank bond issue would not be
feasible during the first six months of 19(6 because of conditions in
their capital market and their balance of payment position; however,
they would hope that these obstacles would be overcome lay the middle of
1966.



Mr. ayes of the National Bank of Switserland seemed to feel

that a World Bank bond issue in 1966 would be possible because of the

improvement in the balance of payments situation. There was, of course,

a long line of waiting investors while at the same tim foreigners were

selling off their Swiss securities to obtain funds for investment

elsewhere. ie said that early 1966 would be the beat tim for a new

bond issue if it were to take place. The Bank of France people

(Clappier and Bouchet) said that they very strongly hoped that there

would be a World Bank bond issue soon. I gathered that by this they

mean early 1966. They feel that it is very much in the interest of

France to encourage fareign borrowing in France and believe that the

highest priority should go to the World Bank. They are considering an

Inter-American Bank bond issue in 1966, and these individuals at least

would like to see the World Bank borrow before the Inter-American Bank.

III. Suplemntry Finance Scheme

I had a number of opportunities to discuss the Supplementary

Finance Scheme both in groups and with individuals. One occasion was a

discussion-dinner party given by Mr. Ferras for a number of the leading

people there. At this occasion the Blritish, the Germans, Americans,

Italians(and Enizalds)responded quite favorably - the British at greatest

length. Questions were raised by others and I had the impression that

our views were accepted with considerable open-mindness and interest.

I brought away frm these various discussions the feeling that our

emphasis on performance is what is making the proposal attractive to the

Baropeans. It was interesting that no one raised the question of

whether the Supplementary Finance Scheme would be at the expense of IDA

replenishment. They rather saw it as a new and hopeful attack on the

foreign aid program which might bring about an important shift in the

allocation of resources between their bilateral programs and multilateral

programs rather than among the various multilateral programs. iowever,

a number expressed the view that if such a scheme were to gain acceptance,

it would have to be on the basis that it would be run by the World Bank.

I expressed our views on this matter including the emphasie we place

on Bank/Fund collaboration.

IV. New Approach to Development Finance

I explored with a number of Governors on a purely personal

and preliminary basis the idea that an inventory needed to be taken of

the problems which the capital exporting countries had in providing

development finance with a view to trying to find ways and means of over-

coming these problems in a manner that would carry forward the ob3ectives

of development finance. I referred to the problem we had on the U.S.

balance of payments (without telling them anything that was confidential)

as an example of a particular country's problem and the possibility of

finding a solution within our procedures and policies once the problem

was identified. I found a warm reception to the idea including the

French, the Dutch, the Germans, Italians and the ritish. I spoke in terms

of a possible visit to Burope in February or March to start an exchange

of views on these matters. They all indicated they would welcome such

exchange of views. The French emphasized that this would greatly improve



the "quality" of the relations btweena the World Bank and 1!hrope which
they wold welcue.

I would be Glad to proride more details on any of the above
if so desired.



Mr. Michael L. Lejeune December 17, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Recruitment of Economista

I should like to have the following informations

(1) How many vacancies for economists are there now In
each Department and do we have a judgent yet on how
many more will be needed?

(2) How many recr~its for the economic work can we expect
to got from the Junior Professional Program and to what
extent have we been turning down suitable candidates within
the age bracket of the Junior Professional Program because
either we could not accomeodate them within the Program it-
self or because of nationalities or size of Program or
uumingnaso of individuals to be included in such a
Program or to be called Junior Professionals (I know this
is a problem among the Americans -- is it a problem with
other nationalities?)?



Assignments on Major Policy Question.

1. Raising of capital finance

See memorandum given to Kalmanoff.

2. Suppliers~s Credit

Nespoulous Neuville
Hulley
Kalmanoff
Periera Lira on an occasional basis or as commentator.

3. Indebtedness

Periera Lira
Leon
Nespoulous Neuville
Halley
Tamagna as Adviser

h. Annual Report

Got from Kamarck and Kochav.

5. Follow-up Group on Supplementary Finance Scheme

Isaac Frank
Macone
Jalan

6. Interrelation Monetary System and Development Finance

Periera Lira
Leon
Tamagna as Adviser/

NOTEt To complete with others.



NOTE ON THE FUND 3WD!

To be brought to the attention of Messrs. Frank, Kamarck, Macone and
Jalan (when he returns).

(a) Prepara a sulmary of Fund Study which could be transmitted
to Woods and President's thuncil.

(b) Prepare a draft answor to following questions:

(i) Assuming the Fund's proposals become a reality
how would the Bank's Schwm relate to it, and

(ii) would it involve any changes in the Bank's
scheme.



Mr. George D. Woods December 17, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Economic Activities of the World Bank Oroup

Apropos of our conversation yesterday and previous ones on

economic activities of the Bank, T would like to inforpr you that- we

are planning to have for you in January, a comprehensive statement on

the economic activities throughout the World Bank group including the

Economics Department, the Area Departments and the Projects Department

and what persons are expected to carry on these activities.

This will include preparation for consultative groups,

economic missions of various kinds, preparation of economic reports,

general policy studies, e.g. suppliers' credits and sources of development
finance, operations and basic economic research, major statistical projects,

etc.

We are trying to plan ahead as far as practicable. In some

fields, such as economic missions, we are already on a six months' forward

basis and are considering whether we can plan even further ahead. In

some cases, even longer run planning is feasible, e.g. research on margins

of protection for domestic suppliers. Inevitably there are many economic

activities which arise in the course of day-to-day work and for which

precise forward planning is impracticable. However, even in the last

category it is possible to ensure that the departments are functioning

in such a way as to be able to do the unexpected work without disrupting

the planned work. '

I hope also to derive a judgment on what are the overall needs

for economic personnel and where the next effort to strengthen the economic

personnel needs to be made. I have been discussing this with Administration

and will be discussing it further when the matter becomes clearer and

more precise. It is already clear, however, that strengthening the

economic personnel in most of the geograniical departments is our most

urgent personnel need, although the other departments continue to need

further strengthening of economic personnel.

I hope to have some suggestions for you in the next day or two

on Oonsultative roup assignments from Mr. Avramovic.



December 17, 1965

Dear Professor Haberler,

I will be very glad to have lunch with you
on December 23. I anm looking forward to another
chance to exchange thoughts on a number of things
that we are doing in the Bank and other matters of
cnamon interest.

Sincerely yours,

Irving S. Friedmuan

Dr. Oottfried Haberler
Harvard University
326 Littauer Center
Cambridge, Massachusetts -2138



Mr. A.M. Kamarck December 16, 1965

Irving S. Priedman

Reports of UNCTAD

You have informed me that Mr. Kalmanoff is handling UNOTAD
matters for the &onoidcs Departwnt. Do you think it would be
possible for some member of his staff under his supervision could
send me summaries of worthwhilo documents. If important enough
I would then send them on to Mr. Wods.

I = attaching a statement made by Prebisch as an ecample
that might wl be sumarised very briefly.

ISFrieman:cn



Mr. A. Nespoulous-Neuville December 16, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Suppliers' Credits

I assume that you are keeping Kamarck and other in the Bank
who might be interested, informed of arg developments in our
inquiry on Suppliers' Credit.

ISFriedmanten



Mr. A.M. Kamarck December 16, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Mr. George Gardiner

Did I send you the file on George Gardiner?

ISFrideman:cn



Deossber 16,* 1965

Mre. Raymond F. Milassell
W.E. minor Profssor of Econanics
Univearsity of Oregon

Oregon4 97403

Drar aMIke

Plais wcuse iy not ansering your letter soonrm
but I Ia Mgr at Basle attending their montmly meeting.
I ho taIt If you get to WAshington in January, you will
look us up.

As for Woods I estimate of $344 billion a year, ve
are preparing a paper on the methodology used and I will send
it to you as soon as available.

I a also sending your letter to Andy Kamarck in Case
the Econlos Department hay* sething more to send.

As alwagrs, I shal be pleased to be of ar assistance
in the preparation of your new book.

With best wishes for Chrisatms and te New Year to
you and Irene.

Cordia1y yours,

Irving S. Friedman

ISFriedman on



Mr. Bernard Bell December 16, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Re, Mr. A.R. Tainsh's article on "Second Thoughts on Aid"

Before sending this reply I thought that you might like
to read the attached letter and enclosures. Any couiients on the

enclosures or the proposed reply would be much appreciated.

ISFriedman:cn



HdMT TASCA ECMR 16, 1965
AfRICAN AiBASSADOR

FUIL RATE
RABAT

THANKS FR '!ABLE CONTENTi BROU?5 TO RESIENTS AlTEI.ON STOP DOL3 NO?

EXPECT MISCSS BUSINESS DURING VISIT STOP C1RISIMS TEETIMS TO YOU AND

AMA
FRIEMXAN
INTBAFRAD

Yr. Irving S. Friosm

The Econoodc Adviser to the Presidant



Mr. Antonio J. Macone December 16, 1965

IrVing S. Friedman

Supplementary Finance Study

Are there any further improvements to be made in the appendices to the
Supplementary Study? Something Jalan said to me indicated that perhaps there
were aom further improvements that should be made. If yes, they had better be
done immediately since the printing is advanced to the stage of page proofing.
Any changes would be difficult and probably costly but should be made if it will
improve the document.

ca: Mr. Kamarok



Decmbr 15, 1965

My dear Shenoy,

Thanks for your letter of November 24.
i apprecia te your sending mie the naterial to

read from time to time, a I find it very
interesting. I cannot alwaya #ay that I
read these things imndiately but am glad
to receive tkea aud have tte.aL v4ailble.

IA iope that all goes well with you and
your family,

Yours sincerely,

Irving 8. Friedman

Mr. B.R. Shenoy
Director
School of Social sciences
Gujarat University
Ahmedabad-9
India



Mr. Andrvm M. Kmsnk Deuber 10, 1965

Irving S. ri~edun

iaanlce of Payssents Wa~k

I mentioned to !-r. Cavanaugh that I thought the tre Of -us Ought
to got together to consider the balance of pyments work within th*
Bank, I intended to have a small group ithin the Economics Departmnt
d .al.ng ith the balance Of payments of the U.S. and other indutr'ial
countries. Howver, I appreciated that what 11tt1 balane of paymnta
work had been doine in the pawt on thosne ~ountries had been largelr
centered in the Treasurr's Departent. In -onnection with the U.S.
balance of payents affete of TM /IDA operations, I said I thought
that he night wish to consider not onl what might to be done, but whee.
It was postble that som of this wok might be regarded mar logically
an an effort alreat; done in the Treasurer's Department. My priniple
concern ws to ensure that the work was done somwhre and that the two
Departent3 concerned were informd of each other's work and had the
benefit of it. Mr. Cavanugh respoxed favorably to this suggestion
and said he would be available at anytime to discuss this.

I did not set a4V particular date einee I thought ue would probably
want to discuss first how farn want to go in the balaee of paymen d
what the Econmica Department, includir hiliey, might be prepared to do.

-cz M r. Tamagna
Hr. Bulley



Mr. Nespoulous-Neuville December 14, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Preparation of Suppliers' Credit Study

I would appreciate it if you would involve Mr. Kalmanoff in
the Study. He is an excellent economist and should prove most
useful. I believe we have to assume that Mr. Pereira Lira will
not be available for any serious work but rather for consultation
and comment.



Mr. Kochav December 10, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Economic Chapter - Annual Report

Your memorandum looks as though it would be a fine basis for

discussion in the comittee. Ab should arrange to have one rather

soon.

cc: Mr. Kamarck



mr. Qop0, Mr. Thpa1965

Irving s. f lan

Mr. Eail 0. Spitmer

I am anlosing th e.v. of mn Spitser., who has just retired
from the Fnd.

I believe he dght be a useful addition on a consltative baus.

If you agree I would suggest that he not be contracted on an mal

basis, but om sort of mnthly basis or asSignment bal.

AttatMent

act Mr. P Clarke



ygRgS IECE10 i 1 1965
INERBANK
BASLE DIRC

THANKS YoUt CASBLE STOP WILL BE ACCOMPANIED 3Y BIMAL JALAN

AN EC ?Wa6T STP IDTEL BKIMS AT S24IIDFF HAVE BEM

0010IMD STOP EGARDS

Irving O. 1%edola

Ortice of then Presiden



Mr. Kamarck December 10, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Consultant - R. Mikesell

What do you think about having Mikesell join our staff for

the summer as a consultant?



December 10, 1965

Dear Rodney,

We were very pleased to receive your letter of December 2.
Edna and I are delighted with the idea of Linda spending some
time with us in the suer of 1966. We would only make one
suggestion, if it is feasible for you, that Linda come at the
end of July rather than early August. The reason is that we
may go away for part or the whole of the month of August to
Maine, and we would, of course, take Linda with us. I am sure
that she would find it very attractive and we would like to
have her. However, if we go we are likely to leave about the
end of July or the first of August. Linda could come later and
join us in Maine, and we would arrange to have her met and brought
up there, assuming we go. By American standards the distances
are not so great.

We are also very pleased to hear the news about home and
the picture of little Julie was most welcome. I don't know
when I will be in London next but there is a good chance I
will come in January or February and stay for a number of days.

The work in the office has been very heavy but quite
interesting. I don't know whether the field of development
finance is more or less frustrating than the field of monetary
finance, but it takes a very firmly based sense of humor to
survive!

Love to you and the family,

Yours,

Mr. Rodney Cunnell
Downswood House
63 Downs Wood
Epsom
Surrey
England



Vr. Andrew M. Kanmrok 10, 196%

Irvig S. F'riedusa

Da!ance of Pajymenta idzA*

I rentioned to "r. Gavanughi that I thought that t1h three of us
ought to gat togtevr to consider the balance of pcyrnts work within
the Bank. I intended to have a small group within the Economics Depat,-
ment dealig with the balance of paymnts of the U.S. aixd other industrial
couirtries. However, I appreciated Vat what little balae of payments
work iad been doe in the past on these countries had bean largely entered
in the Triaurer's Deparnt. In conncion with the U.S. balance of pay-
enta affects of 13/IDA operatixw, I said tiat I thought that he might

wish to consider not only what ought to be done but we. It was possible
that some of this work migit be regarded are logically as an effort a2ready
done in the Treasurer's Department. Ihr prinipie concern was to ensure
that Vie work was done somwre and that the two Departrvnts concorned
were infad of each oaters work and had the benefit af it. Mr. Cavanaugh
responded favorably to this sugestion rxxJ said e wJould be available at
anytdir to discuss this.

I did not set any particular day since I thought we would probably want
to discuss first how far we want to go in the balance of pyments and
uisther the Econanics Department including habilay might be prepared to do.

oc: Yr. Tagn
ec r.x '!ankiley



Mr. Michael L. f'fhran December 10, 1965

Irving S. IFried&an

'roposed -each Pr)oram for the Eonas Dpartamnt.

Thanir you very much fcw your note of December 9th. I have taken the
liberty of ending a copy of it to 'r. Kamarck.

I complete37r agree with your comments but would 1;i4b to explain why
the- were not includod in the paper outlining the proposed research progam
for the Ecnomcs Dpartetnt. T iues which you refer to have been under
active research and analysis by some people working directly with me who
are not part of the Economics Department but are very ich part of the
"economics crowd." Actlally they work quite close with the people in
the Econamie Departent in carrying out their assignments. Thue there
ar a number of policy matters which are not included in the final research
program for the Econctda Department but which would be incoded in a cam-
prehensive statement of the entire research program in the economic field
being done in the Bank. This is one of the things that will emrge from,
the discuseions we have been having in the Ecanonmic Committee of the Bank.

ct Mr. Kamarok



Mr. Airw 7'. Knarck IDse r vs) 1965

Irving 5. Frisin

Investmnt in Certain Securiges of 'o reiGOer'almnts by Fede ral A

I spoke to Mr. Cavanaugh about the legislation in the U. S. Congress
giving the Federal Reserve Bank autiority to invest in certain securities
of fareign goverrnnts. I askod whether this had been considered within
the BAnk.

He said that there had been discussions with the U. S. Treasury poopl.
They had strongly advised against the Bank raising this question, referring
to it as aWbomb shelU." Treasury people felt that this legislation was to
deal with a special problem arising out of the swap arrangements with variou

kwropean Central Banks. They also seemed to feel that the European Central
Banks might be hotile to the idea of the World Bank getting involved.
However, since this was essentially a legal natter for the Bank, it had
been referred to Mr. Broches, and he understood that furtlr discussions
Vere to be held.

You may wish to talk to Robee about thi.

cc: Mr. HIllAy
Mr. Tam



copy sent Kamarck/Owens 12/10/65
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P
Y OFFICE EMRANUM

TO: Mr. Rman L. r DATES AImmber 8, 1965

SUBJECT: Exchare af Inf s2 Uti onn Staff Dayvel

repl to yor merandum of Noveber 12,the 3ank is prparod,
begining .nuary Y 1%6, to send to te un on a roiprocal basis a

o k ~ri.ione vere tQ n c ring. e follmring six ionths.
'Thin bimon1y report il contain:

(1) all missions of an ecomie natur, such a:; is- ion to study
the econmy, to review the current eonomic situation, or to
ctiudy a dovelopmnt program, and

(2) operational or reconnaiance mizssions whlcli are intended to
consider possible overall Bank/IDA. leding programz in the
euntry concerned.

Project appraisal and end-use vupervisor m ons a4d routing visits of
loan officers will not be included.

A! in thre Fund, the forecast of missione is a staff working docuent,
1diich may be distributed only to Senior Officers and Departmnt Agads of
the F11ad. Please let me knm the number of copies needed and to wham they
sho34 be deliered.

Forty cop'ias of the ihr! docuenVt, the semi-annual "'3chedule of
Ofi&cial Strff Travel" and the mnthly mmorandum on "Current and
Anticipated Travel", sent to me, -ill fulfill Ynm/' neede.

If yU have ny questions or suI oetions aut th±i proposal, pISeO
let re nw

/b/ E. 2. E

ce: Mr. Knxap
!r. Wilson
?r. Fr. duan
mr. Cope
Mr Hoffman
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MIIGMED ACCEPT DUR INVITATION 3UNDAY 12TH IN EN R

OF EIZAULDS STOP WARM R)ARDS

FRIEDMN
IN'BAFRAD

Irving S. Friadn

Office of the Prsident



lXGSEaM7, 1965

ASLE TEL

SWITERIAD

MLIHTED JOIN YOU I TNNER ON SATURRY STOP REGARDS

FRIEDRAN
INTBAFRAD

Irving S. Friedman

Office of the Preaident



DEC 13 - 965
Dear Mr. ill:

Your letter of November 17 regarding "Long-term
supplementary financing projects" arrived when I was out
of the country, and I would like to thank you for sending
us copies of the Council report.

I appreciate the confidence shown by the Council in
the World Bank and its affiliated institutions. We hope
to be able to send you shortly a copy of our Study on
Supplementary financial measures. In this Study we did
not deal with the question of what Agency should administer
the suggested Scheme, since we felt that it would be more
useful to concentrate first on the substantive issues.

I understand from Mr. Friedman that you have been
in touch with each other and that he has recently sent you
same ceaments. H has found most helpful his conversations
with you as well as the written material he has received.
I hope that you will both continue to remain in contact
with each other on this and similar matters.

Yours sincerely,

George D. Woods

Mr. Walter Hill
International Chamber of Commerce
38 Cours Albert ler
Paris
France

ISFriedman:dm:cn
December 3, 1965



Decemiber 6, 1965

U 1.ant
3soretary-General of tw United Nations
United Nations
NW York

My dear Secrtary-Osnaralt

In response to Reco~mundation A-V-18, Part A, adopted
by the Unit*d Nations -onferene on Tade and Development in
June 1961, I hav the honr to tranast herewith a Study on
Supplementary FIa Tal Measures prepared by the staff of
the Internationl Bank for Reconstruction and Developent.

The itudy inalues the outlines of a 3os designed
to deal with the problems arising from unmpected adverse
movements in the export proceeds of dsveloping countries
"which prov to be of a nature or duration which cannot be
adequately dealt with by sbort-term balance of pmnts
support", but require longer-term assistanoe to "help theM
to avoid diruption of their developmnt proganv"

I believ" that the i)wha forms the basis for a
feasible solution to a problem of major importane and that
it is wortby of the most careful consideration by a1 gov-
ernments. In accordance with past practice in silar cases,
this Study does not purport to represent the views of the
Em1etive Drectors of the Ban, or of their goernments
which appointed or elected tbon.

SiAnerey your,

George D. Woods

ISF/AK/IF/LL:dm
December 3, 1965



December 6, 1965

Dar ReaU,

As promised I a enclosing a copy of

our Study on Supplementary Fiancial Masures.

Mr. Porinban has undertaken to deliver it

for no. He will also have the other requested

copies for your use.

Yours sincerely,

Irving S. Friedan

Dr. Raul Prebisoch
Seertary-sneral
United Nations Conference on Trade and

Development
United Nations
New York, N.Y.



The lanzrable Francis Bator
Deputy Special Assistant to the President
For National Security Affairs
The White ouse
WashLrton, D.C.

I am sending herewith a copy of our
Supp~alntary Finance Study as proeaed, togtmer
with a copy of the Prosa Release. I an also
anclosing a copy of our draft research program
et the Economic DepartAnn.

I would like to say how much I enjgyd
our lunch on Friday and I hope that we will be
able to do this again.

If there are an questions an this Study
or Other matter, pleas, call.

Sincerely yours,

Irving S. Friedman
The Eonomic Adviser to the President

ISFriedmanon
December 6, 1965



DECLASSIFIED

AUG 16 2023

WBG ARCHIVES Doeenber 6, 1965

Mr. wm Moyers
The Press Secretary to the president
The White House
Whington, D.C.

Door Mr. Moyeres

Tom Finney has suggested that you might
find it useful to have a copy of our Stu4 on
Suppl.ntary Finame together with the Press
Ielease wiVch we We making available to the
press today for use on Thursday. This Study
was sent to our Rxentive Dirctors for cmente
about three weeks ago. Their coments hav now
been reOeived and the Stldy is being ent to
U Thant and will be sent shwtly to the Governss
Of the Bank. As you know SOcretry Fowler is
the U.S. Governor of the Bank. Sine it is
possible that you or the President may be asked
Questions on this in the next few days, To
suggested that I send you a copy directly or
a personal basis.

Toute sincerely,

Irving S. priodsm
The Economic Adviser to the President

ISFriedman: en



Mr. Kamarck December 3, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Lunch December 17 - Mr. Irwin Schuller

As you cannot make it to the above luncheon I would appreciate

it if Mr. de Vries or Mr. King could come.



Mr. A. Kamarck December 2, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

SUPPLDENTARf FINANCE STUDY

It was agreed with the President's Council this morning
that we would translate the Supplementary Finance Study into French
and Spanish. I gather we would contract the job to outsiders.

Would you please take care of this.

ISFrieduanten
IIRD



Mr. Arthur Davis November 30, 1965

Irving ;. Friedman

Expenses for Professor Bela Balassa

Professor Balassa visited Washington on November 12, 1965 for
Bank interviews at my invitation.

Would you please reimburse him for the amount set out in his
statement of expenses. His address is:

Yale University
ILpartment of Economics
Box 1972 Yale Station
New Haven, Conn. 06520
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Personal & Confidential
DECLASSIFIED

A UG 1 6 2023 November 29, 1965

My dear Takeshi, WBG ARCHIVES

I was very glad to receive your letter of November 9. .I have
been soMewhat delayed in replying because I have been simply swamped
with work here. I am glad to hear that the interim arrangements have
been established in such a way that the management of the Bank will
have complete freedom in selection of personnel and complete freedom
in projects to be financed by the Bank.

As for names for possible different positions in the new Bank
let me give you some first suggestions and I will send you some more
as I think of them. Of course you will know a number of these people
personally. Needless to say this comes from me in a purely confidential
and private basis and has nothing to do with the World Bank.

I am attaching a list of possible names, indicating their country
and where I know it their current position, what kind of job I think
the person could do well in a development bank. I have limited upeelf
to people from the area and would like to give some more thought to
names of non-Asians who could be helpful to the Bank since this is a
much broader area from which to choose. Please don't pay ar attention
to the order in which names are listed - they are listed as I thought
of them. I am also not listing names of people who are on the possible
presidential level, such as Ebtehaj (Iran), Shoaib (Pakistan), Castillo
(Philippines), etc. I have listed Raj (India) although I suspect that
he would put himself in the presidential category.

I am limiting myself to people I know personally and of course
have not included the names of any Japanese since you know well all
the people that I know.

I am well aware that the most undiplomatic thing to do is to give
a list of namest I am sure that since I am bound to be forgetting names
which I should be suggesting, you will appreciate the request to please
destroy this list after you have used it for whatever it is worth.

I do hope that all goes well.

With warm regards and best wishes,
Sincerely yours,

Irving S. Friedman

Mr. Takeshi Watanabe
International Financial Consultant
Suite 729, Tokyo Building 2,
3-Chom, Marunouchi, Tokyo.



CENTRLPAN OMMM261'1965
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Mr. Avramovic November 26, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

My congratulations on the MIT invitation. If you would like
to do it I am prepared to approve your leave for this purpose.
It fits in completely with what we are trying to accomplish in
economic work in the Bank.

If you decide to do it please let me know. You may wish to

speak to Andy Kamarck and see what the Bank worked out for him.
Of course I would want to discuss this with Mr. Woods after
hearing your decision.



Mr. Kamarck November 26, 1965

Daphne McGregor

Office Space

Mr. Isaiah Frank and Professor Tamagna have been sharing the
one office in room 835. This arrangement was made originally on
the understanding that both would be here on different days but
of late both have been here on the same days - I understand room
832 is vacant, a small room between Messrs. Frank and Tamagna and
the secretary; could this space be utilied? Thank you.



November 26, 1965

W!y dear Mr. Ambassador,

I would like to say how much I enjoyed the
opportunity of having a chat with you the other
night. I was of course pleased that you thought
our Supplementary Finance Saheme was a construe-
tive and hopeful suggestion and am looking for-
ward to your comments thereon.

I would also like to thank you again for
sending me the nglish resume of your "Plan" for
increasing investments in developing countries.
As I said the other night we are trying to look
at a number of suggestions simltaneously in
the hope that this would give us a more con-
sidered reaction to each one. We will be in
touch with you again on thi8.

With warm regards,

Very truly yours,

Irving S. Friedman
The Economic Adviser to the President

His Excellency
M. Pierre Forthoams
Ambassador of Belgium
United Nations
50 Rockefeller Plasa
New York 20, N.Y.



November 26, 1965

Thank you for your letter of November
4 and for th attacied preliminary draft
of your stucy on suppliers' credits.

We will raad thia document with great
interest. Mr. Nespoulous-Neuville will
call you ebort3y to discus with you the
possible forms of cooperation between our
two insti1ttions. I am sure it will be of
great benefit to both.

Sincerely yours,

Irving S. Priedman
The Economic Adviser to the President

Mr. K.E. Laobmann
A.sistant Director
Department of Eoonomic and Social Affairs
United Nation.
New York, N.Y.

c: Mr. Nespoulous-Neuville



November 24, 1965

Seeretary 'a Department

Would you please order two copies from

the International Monetary Fand of SM/65/22 -

the last Article XIV consultations with the

UAR. These are required for work among some

of Mr. Friedman's group. Thank you.

Daphne McGregor
Secretary to Mr. Friedman



M Diamond November 24, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

re Irwin Schuller

Thanks for your note. 3ould you by any chance join us

at the lunch on December 17?



Mr. M. Lejeune November 23, 1965

Irving S. Fredmn

Secretarial Assistance

I would like to bring to your attention the problem of secretarial
assistance. I am dismayed at the inability to find a regular second
secretary in my office. It has now been a matter of months and it seems
that the people in charge have not been able to find a suitable candidate
for xy consideration.

I as certain that the Administrative people concerned are con-
ecientioausly trying to find a suitable person so I can only deduce that
the terms of employment for secretaries in the Bank are simply not
competitive. Since we do not have a problem of nationality as we are
able to employ secretaries regardless of nationality, there should be
no priori reason wtr we should not be able to employ secretaries with
the needed capabilities and experience. I am sure that you will agree
that the Bank's work requires secretaries who are not only proficient
in shorthand and typing but also discreet and well mannered. Such
secretaries enjoy a competitive position in the labor market.

I would hope that you would be able to find a quick solution to
my urgent problem.

cc: Mr. Broches
Miss Carter



November 22, 1965

Dear Sir,

In reply to your letter of November 9,
1965, requesting my release to reprint from
The International Monetary Mechanism, Part I
Mechanism and Operation, this is gladly done
and I enclose the signed form herewith.

Incidentally, since October 1, 1964 I
transferred from the Fund to the Bank.

Yours sincerely,

Irving S. Friedman
The Economic Adviser to the President

Mr. Richard Ward
Assistant professor of finance
University of outhern California
University Park
Los Angeles, Calif. 90007



OFF I CE MEMO RA N D UM

To: Mr. Isaiah Frank Date: November 19, 1965.
Mr. Ravi Gulhati
Mr. Rudolf Hablutsel
Mr. Bimal Jalan
Mr. Antonio J. Macone
Mr. Gabriel E. Sciolli
Mr. Wilfried P. Thalwitz

From: Irving S. Friedman

Now that our Supplementary Finance Study has gone to the
Executive Directors I would like to tell you again how much I
appreciated the help of all of you in the preparation of the
Study. As you all know from the viewpoint of substantive work,
the early months of the Study represented my introduction to the
Bank. Our ability to work together and come up with what, I
believe, is something truly constructive and worthwhile meant a
great deal to me in many ways. I hope that our working relation-
ship will continue to be close.

Thank you again.

cc. Mr. Legeune



Mr. R.A. Clarke November 19, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Mr. D.H. Young

I am attaching a c.v. from a young man who may have applied
here before or may have been considered for the Junior Professional
Program. He seems to me the kind of person who could be considered
for loan work -- perhaps as an assistant to a loan officer and
eventually becoming a loan officer.

In our discussions in the Economic Committee on economic
activities and personnel the point was readily made that in a
number of Departments economists are doing noneconomic work and
that we could in effect increase our economic personnel by

employing some people who could do the noneconomic work well
and thus release the economists now employed on such work.

I am sending a copy of this note and Mr. Young's c.v. to
Mr. Thompson because his Department was among those making this

point most clearly and which seems in great need of more help.

Attachment

ec: Mr. Thompson



59100er19, 1965.

My dear Douglas:

You wrote to me smetime ago to ask about the possibility
of your joining us for a year or two now that Bill Tennekoon had
returnd.

I must anologize for taking such an inordinate length of
time to reply. At the time your letter came in we .ere
embarking upon a full-scale review of oir future staffing need-,
and I thought it beat to wait until this was completed to see
what possibilities might emerge. Unfortunately, because of
this a reply to your note was greatly delayed and I can but
apologize.

I have since talked to Peter Car 11, Marty Rosen and
otherc to see whether they could suggest a suitable position
for you As I am sure you must be avare, it is very difficult
to fit in one of your background and seniority at a level comen-
surate with your experience and the responsibilities which you
have already held. Frankly, the outlook at the micmnt is not at
all promising in the Bank or IFC and it would be wrong of me to
hold out any hope that the position will change materially in the
near future. If it does, hoever, you can be sure that I shall
remmber you. However, would you be available for special
missions abroad which we are asked to organize from time to time?
Moreover, I have mentiond your name to the FuAnd for the central
banking technical assistance program and I think they would be
glad to have you show an interest in their program. You could
write directly to Jan Mladek or San Lin or through me, whichever
you prefer.

Again, My apologies for my long silence.

With beat wishes.

Yours sincerely,

Irving S. Friedman.

Mr. Douglas (unesekera,
Central Dank of Ceylon,
Colombo.



Mr. George D. Woods November 18, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Impact on the Balance of Pnpments of I3aD Bond Issues n the U.S.

1. The attached exercise deals with the impact of an IBRD bond issue

in the United States on the U.S. balance of payments. For convience
it is assumed that there is a single issue of $00 million in January
1966. The results would be very siailar if the same amunt were spread
over a number of months in the same fiscal year. The exercise indicates
that it is possible to so manage the use of the funds raised that the

significant balance of payments impact is delayed for about three years.
In the exrcise this is done by asuming that the funds raised in Jsmary

1966 affect lending equally in the subsequent three fiscal years. How-

ever, the 'reasurer seems to feel that there would be a need for monies

for disbursements during these years which would require either a faster
use of the funds raised than is herein assumed, or access to other funds,

particularly in 1967 and 1968. I understand that this is essentially
because of the present level of undistributed commitments and the antici-

pated rise in commitments as compared with available liquid resources
and expected income. However, even according to the Treasurer's antici-

pations, the balance of payments impact of a bond issue in January 1966
would be delayed for about a year or two.

2. It may be noted that in any case the balance of paymnts impact in

1966 and, say, the first part of 1967 will come not from the raising of
a now bond issue but from disbursements under existing loans and antici-

pated new loans. Indeed, if it is correct to argue that raising funds

in the United States increases the amounts that may be obtained from

Earope, then a bond issue in the United States early in 1966 might
actually help the immediate balance of payments situation. The funds

raised in the United tates could immediately be neutralized from the
balance of payments viewpoint by reinvestment, while the funds raised

in other countries could be used to cover loan disbursements including
those to U.S. suppliers.

3. The attached text and tables are based on the experience of the
World Bank as obtained from the Treasurer's office. The tables cover

only the period up to ton yeare after the date of the bond issue, in-
eluding the years of maximu negative effect on the U.S. balance of

payments. If they were extended to maturity, they would show a large
positive effect cumalatively. (Tables prepared from time to time by
the Treasurer on the past effects of the IMRD on the U.S. balance of
payments have shown part of this positive effect.)

4. At present the impact of IRD bond issues in the United tates on
the U.S. balance of payments is recorded essentially as follows:

(a) Since the MD is treated as a foreign entity, funds raised
in the U.S. capital markets by an IRD bond issue are reflected
immediately in the U.S. balance of payments as an outflow of
capital and shown "above the line" - i.e., among the items which
add to the over-all deficit. (Retirement of the bonds is an
inflow.)



tr. George D. Mods- 2 - November 18, 1965

(b) ""o the extent that the IMRD invests the funds obtained from
the U.. capital market in long-term deposits (over on. year), this
is reflected imately in the U.3. balance of paymnts as an inflow
of capital "above the line", reducing the over-all deficit.

(c) To the extent that the funds raised in U.S. capital markets
are invested by the IBRD in short-tern deposits or MArketable U.S.
public securities they are treated in two distinct ways by the U.S.
Government. Using the traitional Department of ere '"liquidity"
concept, such moveoents of funds would be shovn "below t line"l
i.e., as in effect helping to finance the over-all deficit in the
U.S. balance of paymnts by increaing short-term liabilities to
feigns~. Hovever, annording to the new " iial settlements"
concept, which is simltaneously being used by the U1.3. Governmnt,
suh miovements of lnds would ba show.n as "abwo the line", thus
diminishing the aia of the over-all deficit.

(d) lo tve extent that the funds raised in U.S. capital markets are
not reiavested in the U.S. but are instead disbursed abroad, they do

)- appar again directly in the U.S. belana* of paymwnts; they ar.
regyardedas being trenferred from on foreign entity to another.
However, there might as an indirect impact, depending on what non-
t.S. agency or goverat eventually accumlated the dollars. !or
exa0ple, if the dollars were eventually accumulated by a country
eager to convert its not dollar accumlations into gold, this vight
affect the call on the U.S. for gold conversion.

(e) To the extent that dieburemnts abroad are made out of MRD with-
drawals from long-term deposit. in the United States, this is reflected
in the U.S. balance of payments as an outflow of capital. Eneashng
short-term asset. is treated in two distinct ways, as noted under (c)
abrove. According to the traditional concept, the us. of such short-term
deposits, whether for procurement in the United States or abroad, would
show up in the first step as an iMproveumt in the balance of payments
because it, would moan a decrease i U.S. rt-trm liabilities to
foreign institutions. However, at a subsequent stage, if these funds
are disbursed outside of the United Jtates, they can again show up
eventually as an increase in short-term liabilities. Under the new
"official settlementsa concept, such eneashment of short-term deposits
would show up im*ediately as an outflow of funds.

(f) 7unds raised in the United States, held in long-term deposits in
the United tates and then disbursed in the U.". have no net effect on
the balance of payments aco-unts.

(g) IBRD payments of interest to U.S. holders of its bonds are recorded
as an inflw in the balance of payments.

(h) Conversely, IMRD earnings on its invstent; in . p
seaurities and on its deposit in the .. are outows,.

ISFriedman/Jamaly/dm



November 19, 1965

Dear Mr. Youngs

This is to acknowledge receipt of your
letter of November 12. I enjoyed our con-
versation very mh and hope we will be
seeing each other again.

I have circulated the biographical
sketch to others in the Bank who may be
interested. Thank you for sending it to
me.

With warm regards,

Yours sincerely,

Irving S. Friedman

Mr. Douglas H. Young
252 West 76 street
New York, N.Y. 10023



XMer. Xamrek, d rs, anLphutlemsbr17', 1965

Irving 8. Friedman

Meeting with Mr. William T. PllU

with reference to PW letter of Novembr 12 (In reply to
Mr. Phillips' letter) ent to you for information, I ave
made an appointmant to se Mr. Phillips in my office at
11:30 on Friday Novser 19, and would be pleae.d to have
you join the meeting.



Messrs. Aldewereld, Chadenet, Demuth, Hoffman, November 18, 1965
Rosen, Cope, Kamarok

Irving S. Friedman

I am attaching a memorandum and a curricula vitae of someone
whom you may already know. I have known Mr. Schuller for some time and,
on a purely personal basis, he has expressed the views contained in the
attached memorandum. I told him that this was the kind of thing of
possible interest to many people in the Bank.

I have invited Mr. Schuller to have lunch with me on December 17
to discuss some of these thoughts and told him that I would invite
others in the Bank who might also be interested in talking about these
matters. At my suggestion Mr. 9:hller has also sent a curricula
vitae as I thought this might be of interest to those who would meet
him.

Please let me know if you would like to join us at lunch.

Attachments



Mr. eorge D. Joods November 17, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Impact on the Balance of PaMents of IBRD Bond Issue in the U.S.

1. The attached exercise deals with the impact of IMRD bond issues -in
the United States. For purposes of this exercise, it is assumed that
there is a bond issue of $500 million in January 1966. The asmptions
made in the attached text and tables are based on the experience of the
World Bank as obtained from the Treasurer'l office. The tables cover

only the period up to ten years after the date of the bond issue, in-
cluding the years of minnmM negative effect on the U.S, balance of

payments. If they were extended to maturity, they would show a large
positive effect Ulatively. (Tables prepared from time to time by
the Treasurer on the past effects of the IBRD on the U.S. balance of
payments have shown part of this positive effect.)

2. At present the Impact of 1=R bond issues in the United $ates on
the U.S. balance of payments is recorded essentially as follows

(a) Since the IM3D is treated as a foreign entity, funds raised
in the U.S. capital markets by an ID bond issue are reflected
inamdiately in the U.S. balance of payments as an outflow of
capital and shown "above the lins" - i.e., among the items which
add to the over-all deficit. (AEtirement of the bonds is an
inflow.)

(b) To the extent that the IBRD invests the funds obtained from
the U.S. capital market in long-term deposits (over one year),
this is reflected immediately in the U.S. balance of payment$ as
an inflow of capital "above the line", reducing the over-all deficit.

(a) To the extent that the funds raised in U.S. capital markets
are invested by the 13RD in short-taem deposits or marketable U.S.
public securitiso they are treated in two distinct ;W bt U.S.
Government. Using the traditional Departent of Comaseroe "liquidity"
concept, such movements of funds would be shown "belo the line"
i.e., as in effect helping to finance the over-all deficit in the
U.S. balance of payments by increasing short-taem liab tie to
foreigners. However, according to the new "official settlements"
concept, which is simltaneously being used by the U.S. Government,
such movemnts of funds would be shown as "hove the line", thus

iminisheig the .lse of the over-all deficit.

(d) To the extent that the funds raised in U.S. capital markset are
not reinvested in the U.S. but are instead disbursed abroad, they do
not appear again directly in the U.S. balance of payments; they are

as being transferred from one foreign entity to another.
, there might be an indirect Impact, depending on what non-

U . agency or govermnt eventually acawalated the dollars. For
e, if the dollars were eventuall1y aconualated by a country

eager to convert its not dollar acoanulations into gold, this might
affect the call an the U.S. for gold conversion.
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(e) 7o the extent that disbursements abroad are made out of IRD
withdravals from long-term deposits in the United States, this is
reflected in the U.S. balance of payments as an outflow of capital.
Encashing short-term assets is treated in two distinct ways, as
noted under (c) above. According to the traditional concept, the
use of such short-term deposits, whether for procurement in the
United States or abroad, would show up in the first step as an

i in the balance of paymnts because it would mean a
dscrase In U.J. short-term liablitties to foreign institations.
Hkowever, at a subsequent stage, if these funds are disbursed out-
side of the Uited States, they can again show up eventually as
an increase in short-tern liabilities. Under the new "official
settlsemnta" concept, such enzashwent of short-term deposits would
show up immediately as an outflow of funds.

(f) Funds raised in the United States, held in long-tarm deposits
in the United States and then disbursed in the U.S. have no not
effot-L on h b.alance of pyments accounts.

(g) IMRD paymnts of interest to U.S. holders of its bonds are
recorded as an inflow in the balance of payments.

(h) Conversely, IORD earnings on its investments in U.S. public
securities and on its deposits in the U.S. are outflows.

3. For a complete picture of the impact of all the IBRD borrowing
activities on the U.S. balane of paymants, account would also have
to be taken of the effects of any IBRD investment in the United tates
of monies raised outside of the U.S. Long-term investments of this
type would show up as a not inflow of canital into the United States.
Short-term inveataa.nts of this type would be treated in two distinct
ways, a5 noted under (c) above. To the extent that mcnies are raised
abroad and spent directly abroad there is no impact on the U.S. balance

of payments, except indirectly as noted under (d) above. To the extent
that monies are raised abroad and are spent for =rourment in the U.S.

of goods and services, they show up as net earnings for goods and

services in the U.S. balance of payments, thas adding to the current
account surplus.

.B. Dales of participatlons are not Iinclded in this note,

Attecuwnt

ISFriedman/JHulley/dm



Mr. George D. Woods November 17, 1965.

Irving S. Friedman

U.S. Balance of Payments with LDCs

Please find attached a number of tables on the U.S. balance of paymnts
with the LDCs which Mr. Kochav has worked out on the basis of U.S. official
statistics,

1. According to the customary Department of Corerce definition, the U.S. has had
an anrnal deficit with the LDCs of some $800 million in 1963, 1964 and the first
half of 1965 as reflected in changes in monetary reserves and liquid liabilities
of the United States (Table I, Line 22). There are relatively large "errors
and omissions" figures which may only reflect statistical inaccuracies; however,
they give reason to believe that the actual deficits were larger, but were
partly financed by foreign exchange received by the LDCs from other countries
and used in the U.S. The LDCs included in this calculation are the IDA Part II
countries, except for the European ones, such as Greece, Turkey and Yugoslavia.

2. The major change in U.S. balance of payments with the LDCs in the last three
years has been the growth of imports from these countries and an increase in
U.S. private investments in some of the LDCs.

3, The deficit of the U.S. with the LDCe has resulted in an accumulation of
short-term dollar holdings by the latter, as shown in Table II, Line 2.
The U.S. deficit with the LDs has not led to ary reduction of U.S. gold or
other monetary reserves, as shown in Table II, Line 24. The significance of
a U.S. balance of payments deficit with LDCs is thus quite different from the
deficit with industrial countries in its inpact on U.S. gold holdings. Not
only have the LDCs not converted dollars into , but may well choose not
to do so in the future (with the possible exception of some of the oil exporting
countries). Moreover, countries which are likely to use their reserves mostly
for purchases in Europe, such as $he African and Middle Eastern countries, have
accumulated little reserves, The major countries which have accumulated dollar
reserves - Mexico, Thailand and Taiwan - are likely to spend most of their
increase in the U.S.

4. The changes in dollar and gold reserves of several LDCs are shown in Table IV.
A third of the increase in dollar and gold reserves by the LDs in 1963 and
1964 has been accumulated by two oil-exporting countries - Venezuela ($32P
million) and Saudi-Arabia ($169 million). Three other countries which have
received limited aid in the last few years also increased rapidly their dollar
reserves - Mexico ($274 million), Thailand ($201 million) and Taiwan ($153
million). Ecluding those five countries - all the other LDCs, which are
the main aid recipients, increased their dollar holdings by some $230 million
in each of the years 1964 and 1965. These amounts have been distributed
among a large number of countries.



TABLE I - U.S. Balance of Paymn ts with Less Developed Countries, 1963-June 1965

(in millions of dollars)

Line 1963 1964 I H_196

1 Exports of Goods & Servicesl! 11,878 13,294 6,672
2 Merchandise 7,506 8,147 4,084

3 Transportation 690 735 747
4 Travel i-ll 442 216

5 Other Services 717 784 442
6 Income on investments 2,554 2,886 1,583

7 Imports of Goods and Services 8,514 9,079 h,732

8 Merchandise 6,255 6,679 3,65

9 Transportation 362 387 193

10 Travel 789 831 440

11 Military Expenditures 653 671 370

12 Other 455 511 264

13=1-7 Balance on Goods and Services 3,364 k,215 1,940

14 Remittances & Pensions -444 -424 -230

15 U.S. Government Grants and Capital -3,321 -3,107 -1,687

16 U.S. Private Capital -737 .1,806 -713

17 Direct investments -484 -522 -648

18 Other long-term .6 -481 -132

19 Short-term -197 -803 87

20 Foreign investments in the U.S. 99 211 64

21=13+14+15+ Total Transactions with the U.S. -1,039 -911 -627

16+20
22 Reduction in monetpry reserve assets and

increase in liquid liabilities 792 772 394

23=21-22 Errors & om issions and transfer of funds bet.-een
foreign areas /receipts by foreign areas (-)7 247 139 232

1/ Excludes goods & services transfereed under military grants.
ource: Sulrvcy of Cu2rrnt Buosiness, June 1965 & Septeber 19 6 5.



TABLE II - Changos in U.S. Reserves related to Balance of Payments with IDC1s
(in millions of dollars)

ILDC's

Line 1963 _ _964 H" l965

22 Reduction in U.S. Monetary Reserve Assets
and Increase in Liquid Liabilities 792 772 394

24 Reduction in U.S. Monetary Reserves -54 -25
25=22-24 Increase in short-term official and banking

liabilities and in foreign holdings of
marketable U.S. government bonds and notes

/decrease (.7 800 826 419

Memorandum Items

I Increase in reported total gold reserves
and liquid dollar holdings 810 823 413

II Through estimatiq net receipts or payments
to the U.S.....,,3 

91 2III=I-II Through other transactions -229 -88 .21

1/ Equals (with reverse sign) Total Transactions with the U.S. (Table I, Line 21)

Source: Survey of Current Business, June 1965 & September 1965.



TABLE III
Estimated Dollar outflows to Foreign Countries and
International Institutions through Governmont Grants

and Capital Operations

(in millions of U.S. $)
I H

Line 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965

1 Government grantsel and capital
outflows 4j,054 4,293 4,551 4,,26o 2,137

2 Less: Estimated transactions
involving no direct dollar out-
flows from the U.S. 2,915 3,220 3,717 3,558 1,741

3 Equals: Estimated dollar payments to
foreign countries and international
institutions through government
grants and capital operations 1,139 1,073 834 702 396

1/ Excluding Military Grants.

Source: Survey of Current Business, June 1964 & September 1965.



TABLE IV
Changes in Gold and Short-term Dollar Holdingsl' of ILDC' s

(in millions of U.S. $)

I H
1963 1964 1965

Total 817 735 395

Latin America 652 318 79

Venezuela 185 143 -38

Mexico 178 96 -49

Brazil -101 21 52

Argentina 81 -91 26

Other 409 245 39

Asia2/ 242 465 228

Saudi Arabia 33 136 9 1 -/

Thailand 125 76 30

Taiwan 74 79 12

India 18 8 47

Pakistan 2 6 2

Other -10 165 46

Africal/ -77 -38 88

1/ Including Deposits and U.S. Treasury bills and certificates.
2/ Excluding Japan
3/ Excluding South Africa
_7/ First four months; no later data available

Source: Federal Reserve Bulleting January & October 1965.



CENTRALBAN NOVEMBER 15, 1965
BUENOS AIRES

TELEX

ARGENTINA

MR. FELIX ELIZALDE

IN RESPONSE YOUR CABLE NOVEMBER 12 1 CONTACTED GABRIEL FERRAS

GENERAL MANAGER OF BIS IN BASLE STOP FERRAS CONFIRMS YOUR ATTENDANCE

AT DECEMBER OR JANUARY MEETING OF BIS WOULD BE MOST WELCOME STOP HE

EXPRESSED PREFERANCE FOR JANUARY BECAUSE OF OTHER COMMITMENTS IN

DECEMBER BUT STRESSED THAT YOU WOULD BE WELCOME IN DECEMBER IF

JANUARY NOT FEASIBLE TO YOU STOP I HAD BEEN PLANNING ATTEND DECEMBER

BUT WILL POSTPONE TRIP UNTIL JANUARY IF YOU DO SAME STOP JANUARY

MEETING IS ON NINTH AND TENTH STOP IF YOU WISH TO ATTEND YOU SHOULD

CONTACT FERRAS SO INDICATING STOP HE WOULD THEN SEND YOU OFFICIAL

INVITATION STOP PLEASE INFORM ME WHETHER YOU PLAN TO 00 DECEMBER OR

JANUARY SO I CAN ADJUST MY PLANS TO YOURS STOP REGARDS

FRIEDKAN
INTBAFRAD

Irving . riedman

Office of the President



Messrs. Alter, Chadenet, Kamarck November 10, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Invitation to participate in etin on Municipal Financing in
Latin America

I would appreciate having your reaction to the attached request
Incidentally, the discussion with me referred to in this letter was
of a most superficial and brief character. I think that the entire
exchange of views on this did not last a mimte. However, I see no

objection and some merit in our participation if we have the

appropriate person to send who can be spared.

Attachment:
Letter from Alfonso Rochac, Technical Manager

Inter-American Development Bank
and Agenda.



Nov i 965

Dear Mr. Rochaa,

Ilde is In rep2y to your letter of
November 2, 1965.

Thank you for your invitation to the
IBRD to participate in the forthcoming
meting on Muniipal Financing in Latin
Amrica and to submit a paper on our
experience in the mnicipal projects
field. I am bringing this matter to the
attention of those in the Bank who are
directly concerned with such matters and
you will undoubtedly be hearing from them
in the near future.

Yours sincerely,

George D. Woods

Mr. Alfonso Fochac
Technical Manager
Intar-Amrican Developent Bank
ashington D.C. 20577

ec: Messrs. Alter
Chadenet
Kamarck

ISFriedman ida
11/10/65



oveAbcr 12, 1965

Dear M11:

Weo will be glad to ew you on the L8 th
or 19th, or both. I am uentioning your
coming to Andy Kamarck and Bob de Vries,
who are mector and Dapt"y Director of the
EconomodS Departmnt, and to Bob Sadve and
Sam !ipkota who are the EconoiAdvisers
in the Projects Departmnt.

I of course will also be glad to ohat
with you about this. If you could let re
know a little before your arrival more about
exac tly what you wish to discns, I will try
to arrang a schedale of appointmnts if you
ao desire.

Looking forward to eing you sonm,

3inoereer,

Irving i. Friedman

Mr. illiam T. Phillips
Box 162 jugar Loaf Ahores
Key est
Florida

ec: Mr. Kamarck
Mr. do Vries
Mr. Sadove
Mr. Lipkowits



Mr. Federico Consolo November 10, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

UNCTAD - Comittee on Finance and Invisibles

this is in reply to your memorandum of November 5. I am

planning to have Mr. N.A. 3arms attend the first session of

the UNC'AD Committee on Finance and Invisibles and have so
informed him. I understand that Mrs. Boskey will be there
for some time when the Hlorowits Proposal is expected to be
discuused.

tf there is any attendanee from the Paris Office I think

they should be there more in an advisory capacity rather than

as spokesmn for the Bank on UNCAD matters, as tiny have not
had the berfit of boing in the hom office during the last

year.

I have given some thought as to whether we would want
Bob do Vries or soone else to attend for Item 9. I have
raised this with Mr. Ksasrlk and if we have further viem* on
this hare, I will lot you know.

ct Mr. Demath
Mr. Kamarok



November 5, 1965

Dear Mr. Tan,-

Thanks very much for the two

copies of the Moroccan Three-Year

Plan 1965-1967. I look forward to

reading it with interest.

Irving I. Friedman



November 4, 1965

Dear Eli,

Thanks for your letter of October 27

and the enolosed resm on Mr. Mark Hoffman.

He does indeed look like a promising

candidate. As we have not yet heard from

him perhaps he could first of all fill

out the enclosed application form and we

can at least start on the preliminaries

before he comes to see me.

Best regards,

Sincerely,

Irving S. Friedman

Dr. Eli Shapiro
Harvard University
Graduate School of Business Administration
Boston
Massachusetts 02163



Mr. George D. Woods November 4, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Study on Supplementary Financial Measures

I am attaching the latest revision of the Study on Supplementary
Financial Measures. As you will note I have made certain important
modifications as a result of the commaents made by yourself and various
members of the Council. Of principle importance are:

1. Elimination of any reference to the World Bank Group or IDA
as a possible administrator of the Scheme.

2. Elimination of the attempt to reconcile the objectives and
techniques of the Scheme with the project approach.

3. The elimination of ways and means of raising funds as either
part of the Scher* or in the background discussion in the Study.

4. Clarification of what is meant by the idea that the Scheme
would be the lender of last resort.

5. A completely revised Introduction which hopefully gives a
proper setting for the Study.

I believe the fourth point will help in avoiding the misunder-
standing that the Scheme was designed to finance 100 per cent of the
unexpected export shortfall leading to counter-suggestions that an
alternative might be that the Scheme would finance a "proportion"
of the shortfall.

I am circulating this document only to members of the President's
Council, and two copies to the IMF.

Attachment

cc: Members of the President's Council



DECLASSIFIED
Personal AUG 16 2023 November 4, 1965

D HamWBG ARCHIVES

I appreciate very me your houghtful lestr of October 18.
I have read and reread it most carefulliy. During the last. couple
of weeks I have been busy preparing what I hope will be the final
draft of the Supplementary Finanice Schemqe and have kept your con-
ments very n-uch in mind. I am not at all sure that we have met
all the points which you have made but I believe that we both
start with the same assumption that the essence of the Scheme is
to connect the idea of supplementary finance with the concept of
performance. I know that this will throw a great deal of res-
ponsibility on the agency. My own conviction is that unless such
responsibilities are assumed and executed successfully the future
of development finance becomes very uncertain.

The latest version contains some important changes. Among
the most important are: (1) Elimination of any reference to the
World Bank Group or IDA as a possible administrator of the echeme.
(2) Elimination of the attempt to reconcile the objectives and
techniques of the Scheme with the project approach. (3) The
elimination of ways and means of raising funds as either part
of the Scheme or in the background discussion in the ,tudy.
(4) Clarification of what is meant by the idea that the Scheme
would be the lender of last resort. (5) A completely revised Intro-
duction which hopefully gives a proper setting for the Study.

I would also like to say how much I appreciate your keeping
our exchange of views as a purely personal and confidential
matter - I am continuing to do so at this end. As with some
other Executive Directors, I have given the German Executive
Director an oral summary of the Scheme and kept him informed
where we are in its preparation. However, the Scheme has not
been circulated to Executive Directors but I hope that the new
revised version will go out shortly.

Thank you again,

Sincerely yours,

Irving S. Friedman

MR Koinser
Economics Ministry
Department VI
Bonn
Duisdorf ra



Mr. Lars Lind November 3, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Mr. Woods's speech draft

I would appreciate having a few more days on the Pilgrim
Society speech. Mr. Woods has also asked me to go over it and

felt that I could take a little more time with it.



November 3, 1965

Dear Bob,

Thank you very much for sending me
one of the now quarters. It was both
kind and thoughtful of you to do so.

May I add agr congratulations to
others for your finding a solution to
this thorny problem.

With warm regards,

Yours,

Irving S. Friedman

Mr. Robert A. Wallace
Assistant Secretary of the Treasury
Washington 25, D.C.



CONFIRMATION

Mr. Owen October 3, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Forthcoming Economic Missions

Would you please prepare quickly for me a list of forthcoming
economic missions, looking ahead as far as the departments concerned

are able to tell you. I would like to know to the extent possible

the kind of commitment we have to do the mission - timing, scope,
possible size and designated personnel, or whether this has been

done.

You will probably find it desirable to consult with the

economic advisers of the Area Departments and the Economics Dspart-
ment to prepare this list.



Mr. Nespoulous-Neuville November 3, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Working Group on Suppliers' Credits

Your outline looks very interesting. May I suggest, however,
that in addition to the information requested on individual trans-
actions you might also wish to have some striking examples of
"good" suppliers' credits.



Mr. El Eaary November 3, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Letter to Chief Festus

If the letter of November 2 has not already been sent out
may I suggest the deletion of the last sentence in the second
paragraph. I believe that this is the kind of thing that is
better suggested orally by the mission rather than coming from
the President of the Bank.

I gather that we will have facilities in London but that
these will not be ready until January. Is this right?



Mr. Merchant November 3, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Attached are some recent memoranda which I have sent to
Mr. %bode on U.S. balance of payments and related matters.
As he has probably told you I have not circulated these
memoranda to anyone else.

I am looking forward to our conversation on Friday and
hope you find these memoranda useful.

Attachments



Noveber 2, 1965

IROWCTION

1. The United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (Uxtm AD),
which met in 3eneva in March-June, 1964, passed a resolution requesting
the International Bank for Bconstruction and Development (IED) to atudy
the feasibility of a new scheme which "should aim to deal with problems
arising from adverse movements in export proceeds which prove to be of a
nature or duration which cannot adequately be dealt with by short-term
balance of payments support. Its purpose should be to provide longer term
assistance to developing countries which would help them to avoid disruption
of their development programs". The resolution, originally sponsored by the
United Kingdom and Sweden, also requested the IRD to work out such a scheme,
If appropriate.V The adoption of this resolution was regarded as a major
step towards meting a problem which was believed to be barting the develop-
ment efforts of the poorer countries of the world but for which no inter-
national mechanism of assistance existed.

2. The present Study has been carried out in the spirit of the UNCTAD
resolutions once it was verified that the problem was indeed real and in-
portant, the Study was directed towards trying to find the best feasible
way of solving it. Essentially, therefore, the Scheme presented in this
Study is designed to be a +ecnialy feasible way of helping developing
countries overcome the problem of unexpected shortfalls in their export
earnings that result in disruption of sound development programs.

3. For manW years the world has recognised that developing countries,whose exports consist overwhelmingly of primary products, are peculiarly
vulnerable to two hazards: one is the sluggish growth over the longer-term
In foreign exchange earnings; the other is the short-term instability of
export markets.

4. Over the course of recent years, various international mechanisma
have been set up to try to assist the developing countries to meet these
difficulties. The longer-run problem of slow growth of export demand has
been viewed fundamentally as that of a need to achieve diversification of
production and exports. This need is a major onsideration in the program-
ming and expansion of development assistance and also underlies the pressure
to secure better access to markets for the developing countries. Oontiued
progress in these fields is obviously of great importane to the developing
countries. The second problem -- short-run instability -- has led to demands
for commodity agrements and various other stabilisation devices. Since short-
run fluctuations can be viewed basically as requiring more liberal access to
international liquidity, a new compensatory drawing facility was established
by the F, and the possibility of liberalising that facility is currently
under study.

5. The problem to which the UNCTAD resolution on supplementary finanne
addresses itself is related to, but different from the two foregoing ones. It is
that of preventing the disruption of sound development programs or policies by

/ The text of the U1NCTAD resolution on Supplementary Financial Measures is
reproduced as Annex I, page All references to this resolution
apply only to Part A unless l ~rine indicated.
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unexpected shortfalls in export earnings which are "of a nature or duration
which cannot adequately be dealt with by short-term balance of payments
support". Or put in other terms, it is the need to provide countries,
already short of foreign exchange because of their efforts to force the
pace of development, with a ready source of long-term assistance to enable
them to maintain internationally-approved development programs in the face
of unforeseen adverse export movements that are beyond their control and
beyond their ability to offset from reserves or to finance on a short-term
repayable basis.

6. The Study concludes that unexpected shortfalls pose a serious problem
distinct both from the short-term ups and downs in export proceeds and from
the longer-term resource gap to which traditional development finance is
directed. oreover, the existing international financial machinery does not
now include a special mechanism designed to meet this problem. Because of
this gap there is the chronic danger that economic growth will be repeatedly
interfered with and held back by causes beyond the control of the developing
country.

7. Although the problem to which the Scheme is directed is a major one,
the resources required to meet it are modest as compared to total estimated
needs for development finance. A recent IBRD study of the capital require-
ments of developing countries estimated that an additional $3 - ' billion
per year of development assistance on the average could be effectively used
for productive investment in the next five years. The Scheme set forth in
this Study to meet the problem of unexpected export shortfalls conservatively
projects a need of an additional $300 - 400 million per year. loth of
these estimates were made by staff economists of the Bank without any effort
to inject political judgmnts as to the readiness of the international com-
manity to contribute the necessary funds. They are based on actual experience
in recent years and assume major efforts on the part of the developing countries
themselves to cope with their problem. (The nature of such efforts is
explained in the :tudy.)

8. The Scheme set forth in the :ltudy is predicated on the assumption that
it would be supplementary to and not a substitute for what have by noui become
traditional forms of aid. This reflects the clear' distinction between these two
forms of finance. -gular developiment finance is supposed to provide the additional
foreign exchange needed for developwmt over and beyond that expected from exports,
invisible earnings and inflkws of private capital. Decisions on ouch aid should
take full account of needs arising from axpected doclines in export earnings where
they are a part of the developing country's prospects. Supplementary finance, on
the other hand, should be designed to provide funds when exports, usually the most
important single source of foreign excnange, faiL to provide the expected amount of
foreign exchange. The flow of regular development finance is a major determinant
of the volume of investment in the public and private sectors which a country can
reasonably undertake. It helps a country achieve its growth objectives if the
country perseveres in its developmwnt efforts. The purpose of supplementary finance,
as set forth in the Scheme, is to help assure that the achievement of these objectives
will not be frustrated because foreign exchange earnings from exports do not materia-
lize in the amounts envisaged at the time the investment and aid decisions were made.
As lender of last resort, moreover, supplementary finance will be extended only if
other sources of funds which may be available in such circumstances are insufficient
even though the country takes feasible adjustment measures compatible with the
maintenance of the development program.
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9. The Scheme would provide developing countries with assurance that,
if policies with which the administering gency agreed were conscientiously
carried out, development goals would not have to be scaled down because of
a shortfall of export receipts from reasonable expectations. In order to
avail itself of this insurance facility, however, a country would have to
enter into an initial understanding with the administering Agency both as to
reasonable export expectations and as to certain key aspects of its develop-
ment program and policies. The precise nature and degree of detail of
such an understanding would vary considerably as among countries. Continuing
contact would be maintained, moreover, between the adminiatering Agency
and the country throughout the plan period in order to provide the basis Rer
an assessment of the extent to which the agreed criteria of perfornne are
currently being fulfilled or need adjustmuent in the light of chang~g
circumstances. These activities would essentially be Of the same character

an those now becoming inewrasingY widesPread as part of the process of

providing development fianoe, but with more ephasis on mutual responsibility

for good performance and for assuring that growth will not be retarded
because of developmnts beyond the control Of the recipient country. From,

the point of view of the country, therefore, a financial underwriting will
have been obtained for osm of the major risks threatening its developunt

program. From the point of view of tie international cOmmMity, an

important step forward will have been taken in rationalizing and systmatising
the ad-giving process by providing an additional important reason for

having a framework Of cMWehenive analysis and contiUng review of a
country's developmnt effort and making it possible for other sources and

types of aid to be fitted into the over-all program.

10. As set forth in the Study, the Scham is designed to fit into t
already existing structure of aid machaniasm - in part, through providing
assistance oly for ary residual justified need after other sources have

been tapped and, in part, through close cooperation with existing
coordination mahinery such as Consortia and Conultative groups. Itself a
financial device, the Soheme is also designed to be compatible with inter-

goverrental coinodity agremts, An effective comodity agrennt, which
stabilises prices and thu diminishes the likelihood of unexpected export
shortfalls may help the Schem to achieve its goals at a lover cost to its

resources. The Study does not, however, analyse and make recommendations

on international commodity agreemnts as such.

11 According to the UNCTAD resolution on supplementary finance,
the resources for the Schem should be administored under te International

Dewlopent Association. The Study presented herein does not, howver, address
itself to the question of the administering Agency (hereafter referred to

as the Aency). As indicated throughout the Study, however, the closest

cooperation would be required with the IRD and IMF regardless of the

nature of the Ageney carrying out the Scheme.

12. The Schwme proposed in this Study is, of course, not intended to

solve all the problems of the poorer countries of the world. But if

successful, it should accomplish two imprtant purposes. Countries would

have assurance that *heir develoMent efforts would not be frustrated by
unexpected export shortfalls due to forces beyond their control. And a new
relationship will have been established between indivital developing countries



sad the international crmmmity through which the inventives and pspthe
for effective internal developmnt perfornce will be graty strengthend.

13. If the schem suggested in tis Study achioe international
acceptance, the next step wil be to conider in detail ways nd means of
providing the necssary financing and more prciaelyr how such a ehe"
should be adninistered.



October 29, 1965

Dear Professor Belass,

Thank you for your letter of October

27. I am happy to know that you are

interested in renewing our spring conversa-

tions, and on a more concrete basis.

WoMd an appointment on Friday, November

5 at 11 a.m. be suitable? If not pleas let

me know and we can arrange a mutually con-

venient time.

Yours sincerely,

Irving S. Fricdman
The Economie Adviser to the President

Professor 3ela Balassa
Associate Professor of rbonotics
Yale UniversitV
New Haven
Cnnecticut

act Mr. Eschenberg



Mr. Gerg D. Wd Gtober 27, 1965

frying S. PriefsA

Development Ainne and ala=* of Paynts Priorities

kpropos our disnaunson the other day about the priority for develop-
uent finane in managin the U.3. balan of paysents, I wou14 like to

recall some of the bas assumptions on which we have been operating. I
believ they indinate why developmnt fiuna deserves a very high priority
from the U.S3. viepoint.

1, Dwevloppent finane in the other aide of the coin of security
expenditures. The recipients of development finance of the ountries
east both mke eonomic progress and hav the hope for fUrther progress
if we are to avoid repeated profound political crises and the outbreak
of hostilities. (ther meamures tan help achieve this but none are a
substitute for focusing attention of countries on the achievement of
ecoomaic objetives and helping them to achieve thes objectives. It
is obvious experiene that politioal orises, particularly those leading
to actual or threat4eed armnd hostilities, are mach more satly for the
United States -- whether in term of the udpt or the balanoe of pasqats -
then a.ssstanoe for devlopat. It would be Interesting to know what the
Impact wuld have been on the J.". mdl.tary expndtures d omestically and
abroad if the devlopment program were given up or greatly redced.

2. The ItUited states has w great traditioa of hmunitarian concern with
the plight of people whether in the U. . or elsewher.. 1wre is siply no
other country in Weah benevolent activities have such widespred ftnaaW
support from the o.s.mit, assh boond the differees In levels of Income.
I don't think the Aeriowan people could live with tomslves and not onl
enJoy their oen affluenc but even tackle vigorouly the rowaining pookete
of poverty, if they 41 not feel they were helping all other huma beings
along the am lima even though in wuch anller magnitudes. 'No other
cotntry has the hags volune of savings which are the prequisite for
desetic and foreign investeent whether private or public. Thus, the
United States has the econoaic basis for foreign assistace, but this Is
not the reason wby It i de. Europe could do inch mr, but taken as
a group, It doesn't have the sam political and moral motives and drives.

3. Everyone "paka of the widspread mm of frustration and even
hopelessnes which beces the basis for idealogical ferment and open
hostility to the free world. We have not yet found a better or more hope-
ful way tha the painful process of economas deveopicnt for meeting these
deep-rooted and urget probles. In another world and at another tiem it

ny well have been true that econnoit developent would have taken place
without the pho ma of foreign aiAstance fron other govenwnts.
Indeed, It ray well be argued that such development would be more balanced
and more securely built. Houevr, in the preset day world this sinply
not a choice open to the U.. to advocate. Cur very enmi. suecess and
affluence, as well as adherence to our socal and political prinoiples,askes

this Impossibl. Ikmver discouraged or frustrated *w may feel at times
and, however the temtatdon to say let's stop it all, there seem to be no
nhoine but to cont foe assistanxe; even talk of redction is probably
a waste of tihe.



Mr. Gorp D. D,- 2 - October 27, 1965

Pro* the viewpoint of makng it aooptable to the inustrial or 4an
countries wch as the United tates, there sms to be no cho emept
to take drastic meaanre to re-establish conidene in the prasa of
forign asaistanc and to the oliiation of those evils and disappoint-
umnts which have eroded publie confidence and support to the poInt where
memg rega rd auch supot an virta11y nonexitent.. Fortanately, the
internatilonal agepncims, paeularly the -orld Ban mop, ftam time
far not to have fallen cmpltche tundr the m c1cd of pnh4. distrust
anid cynicism and to offer sow ope as a rallying point for gaining the

necesary pbllc support.

. A partial alternative to foreig aid wuld be free aces to the
markste of the infnatrial comtrims. .rom ain .conoio viepoint this
could eaiy be arged as hihly dazrable. Fortunately an xpding
world econotr has reat that towe developing countries which have dn

el have, by and large, mammed to diapose of their exportsa smewhere.
owever fro the atrict4 U.J. point of view it does not m reasonable

to propoun vigarously the thvm that developant finaial epnditures
can be reduced substautialy a lloing comtries to xrt more to the
industrial countrias unlaes these countries arm prepared to see a major
clhang in their trade potcise. Ca the other had it se.m completely
unreal to expect any drastic chang in the imprt policies of the '*stn
European contries in the forseeable future* In the UnitAd mtta
have our textile indstr problem.

io/n/65



)f Gorge D. WOctober 27th, 1965.

Iring S.

Estimated -Frlfect oni U.s. Baiance of Paponta ofAssuMed 0900
in ontributiJonS to 1VA.

This paper tries to estimate th impact of the U.S. balance of pa nts
of the following assuptonsi

(a) the new replenislmnt of IDA by Part I countries will be agreed in
the amount of $50 million per year, of which about ho would com
from the United States. The installnents paid to IDA of this rop-
lenistIaent are presumed to begin after the ins+allmints are
finished on the outstandng replenislmnt. The last installwmnt
on the outstanding replenishment is assumed to be "ovember 1967 and
tu te first installment on the re assmed replenishmnt would
be in1 -ovwmber 1968.

(b) in addition to its contribution as a Part I country the United
States would either lend or contribute an additional $500 million

per year, the installments on this mount are also assumd to

begin in 1968 coinciding with the installments on (A) above.

(c) it -I assumed that the IBRD will continue to transfer 75 million
dollare per year to IDA during this period.

(d) it is also asuned that legislative approval for this now
replenishwnt plus the additional U.S. contribution is consummated
durin;; the next twelve months. By fiscal 1967 the managers of
IDA would be assuming that after the first replenishment is completed
the new higher levels of funds would be available.

It is to be emphasized that thse figures are by way of examplesand
not to be taken as predictions of the actual sise of replenishment.

On the assumptions set farth above, the large increase in contributions
by the U. 3. to IDA, both as a member of the Part I group plus the special
contribution or loan, could not have a sisable affect on the U.S. balance of

payments before fiscal 1969. E3ven this is based on the assumptian at in
fiscal years 1967 and 1968 IDA would be ccesitting credits much above
current contributions in anticipation of the funds which would begin to
becom available. in fiscal 1969. The lag reflects the ned of the
administrative pipeline fren effective credit camitments to actual
disbursemnt; it is the time involved in coptitive bidding, manufacture
or preparation of item, delivery and local construction for projects;
it is currently equal on average to a little over two years. Coparison
with IRD experience sufgests that this length of tim is normal for project
lending; (AID expTerience, which includes program aid, averages roughly six
months lass).

A U.S. decision to make a major increase in the level of its contribution

to ID could becom effective in fiscal 1967. Two years later a rising levl
of disbursemente should begin to affect the U.S. balance of pa nts, along
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unmp veu,-,rted 1n the notes and tabla ln tm attahed mmoar4=k

The attar-had notasl and teAan, p;Vpared at, say eut IgV Ax. ;blie,
aets forth the harie for the concluaione gIven abwo



25 ctobor, 19$.

Dw Mr. Ostert

Mr. oods has kindy sent to va th

stret tn "%od&=n M=Wer and Una iment",

I = nooking forward to readn It and a

sure that I Ul find it etessaL g ad

Youse ainuely,

(signed) Irving S. Friedman

larvigC 3. FriedM
Th* Ecanna Adviser to the Pmrident

Mr. Iaidore Ostwr,
27 Princes ate,
London, S.W.7.

Copy to Mr. WoodA office for record purposes.



Mr. George D. Woods October 28, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

U.S. Official Aid

I am attaching hereto the memorandum on the nature of U.S.
official aid.

Your attention is particularly drawn to the paragraph before
the last on page 1, which states the conclusion that U.S. aid with

a clearly developmental motivation can be said to amount to about

$1.5 billion a year.

Attachment



Mr. Jalan October 27, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Gold

Thanks for your note on gold. Would you please check
through the British press -- I suggest the Financial Times
or London Economist -- and find out what happened to the

price of gold during that period of time when gold exports
were suspended.



1. The problem of the U.S. deficit is esentiali2 ihether monetary authorities
abroad are vmL g to hold furt*r aumlation of dollas, in their reserves or
for one reason or another wish to convert such holdinge into gold. The problm
arise because th U.S. is the only currency in th* world which has that kind
of international use and acceptAbility tht is rgarded by all countries &3 the
international currency in which to hold reserves in addition to gold. Even gold
itself get. mich of Its attraativersas becaus of the convertibility of gold
into dollars at a fi;ed price. The fact that he U.,S. d*llAr is held mom and
more unwillingly and in that nsue is losing its statue s reerve currency
does not arise frm the weakneas of the U.S. ecnc but rather fran the concern
with how te U.S. balance of pvaents will be managed in the future and from
the belief in certain quartern of the grat likelheod, if not inevitability,
of a change in the $35 price for g1d.

2. Thus the U.S. balwen of paent problem is a reflection of the use of the
dollar as a reserve currency and this in turn is a reflection of the geat
stagth of the U.S. OconOMY. Threfore my cowarison betieen the U.S.
balsaue of pamt& "deficit" a any other balance of pymnts "deficit" is
mitsleading. Gven the resent atnmsphre of widespread concern and crisaes
it ma wll be that the complete or near alination of the U.S. balanna of
payments deficit is urgent. imever, the acceptane of the anal.sis that the
problem funwamntally arises because of the basic strength of the U.S. econom
rather than its weaknss may have an important effect on the way in which the
balance of paymnts problem is tacAd. For one thing, more attention might
be givwn to mesums which would assure the world that there will be no change
in the price of gold. Moreor, car might well be taken that an important
cute in oinxchge exdituras be made only in such categories which
have an :lmediate effect on the baloanc of paymnt deficit, which do not
affect t1h achievmnt of the basic national objectives of the United States
and whose irpact on the functioning of the world econ is relatively small.

3. The ingl fact is that the U.S. balance on goods and services has been
in considerable surplus, reflecting the ompetitive stmegth of the U.S.
productive ste=. In 1962, surplus on merchandise (export. minus ipUorts)
was nearly .5 billion, in 1963 aver $5 billion, and in 1964 more than
$6.5 billion. 3tween 1951 and the preaent, the value of American exports
(inluing invisibles but omitting the dispatch of military qipment) and
imports (including invisibles but omitting military expenditures abroad)
roue together r.ghly in line. Auing the period 1951 to 1958, the U.S. surplus
on current acount, thus measured, varied betwsen 20 and 25 per cent of the value
of her export of g~oods and services. During the period 1959-6, when the
concern over U.S. pments deficit has been the reatest, these ratios are still
approximately the swa.

4. Tu, the itemS detemined by the wking of the U.S. econa in the
production of cmodities have been on the credit o4 the balance of pymnt8.
On the debit side are items such as military expenditure, U.S. Government grants
and capital flows to other countries, private direct investnt, private
abort term funds and tourist spending. These debit items reflect govermetal
decisins pe*rtaininC to achievemnt of national objectives abroad, private
entrepreneurial deM ainB pertaining, to economic opportunities abroad, and
private individual decisions pertaining to tourism. lone of these item. can
be said to be of a nature calling for clhns in dmestic economic policy,
although further governmental restraints on exeniture, eqg. turismpar
likely if blaancing the U.S. external accounts is a mst.

. A urrency is used by other countrie as (a) unit of account in



interwtional trasaction (b) a mean to balanoe international payments,
and (c) a reserve of international liquidity. The U.S. dollar todar is the
pro-donant key currency and serv a tll three Aunctiou. The chaic, of the
dollar as the international unIt of account af the free world wms the result
of the dominant position of the United Staten after World War II. Te return
of the fre world to a multilateral pagents ystem as aided b:y ftan2cial
outflows fron the U.S. nit only for recomtruction and development, but also
for the buildinr up of anqnat. reserve. of international liquidity. Thus,
the U.S. became the I)V ourncy country.

6. The mnbse of a key currmenc system, such as te present o, can acquire
dollar balances b two ethods - either they can borrow from the U.S. or they
can develop an iternational papnts surplus to earn it. When they acquire
dollar through payment surplus they can dispose of thm in mar uwas;
that they ha choven to hold dollars in addition to gold reflects their
basic confidnae in the prsent and past of the United States. They magr
be uncertain a to ts futAre value of these dollars, in terms of gold, but
so far have had no doubts thatZhese culd be used to finance ar balance
of payments deficit. The continuation of the U.S. balance of paymte
deficit dit not hold a real danger aw long as it mnifested itself in an increase
in dollar holdingb foi a A foreigers have becane mor generally
unwilling to hold dollars and , instead,d gold, the situation has
becam more seraius for the U.S. since its gold supply is small in relation
to dollar assets held abroad.

7. The central qusstion L, how to stop tha erosion of confidence in the
dollar and, if possible, to strengthen it. A realistic approach would sem
to be to hanbnr wWey at the pssibility of changing the price of gold
(e.g. saw contined seautive-Corresaional action) coupled with repeated
assertionaf the Zreat strength of the U.S. econexT, while m nclear
the determination "to avoid' inflation or widerpread urepluoment - the
ony basic threats to the undness of the dollar. Another masure would
be to ive wide publicity to the underlying strength of the balance of pqgnta.
It mean lase talk of the significance of "balance" and nmr talk of the
signfIcanoe of the perfomance of the U.S. econapy. It neans coverting
dollar balans eld by frnmimvy uontary authoritiev into gold if they so
wish. It smns giving confidence to dollar holders abroad that the gold
holder. are bn stupid. All in all it means being positive, rather than
neative, in approching the present seriouns prblen of eroding confidence in
the dollar.

26 October 1965.



Oetobr 25, 1965

Dear Yi. Ay:',

ha 13 in reply to your eter of setoier 12, 1965.
I a glad to learn that we are coperating ao cloely in

the work beina done on projecton model nytical tech-

niques. you know I have don wat I can to encorage
both ,ffective Bank participation in thane discuSsiOns
and to strengthen this kiM of woric in thw ank its*lf.
However, I gather tat either Andy rKamak or Job de 'ri
is writing to you on this and they will, of courtse, be
speaking for all of us.

I rea vi.th rat interest yAr poetscript on the
basis of our 3 to billion estimat. This estite
was ade n the basis of a great deal of Bank experience
and work and, I believe, will stand careful scrutiry. as
you may kmow, for mn wonths we have told the taan
of donor countres concerned that we wonld be happy to
discuss with then in detail how we arrived at these estimats.
Unfortunately, mch of this estimte is based on confidental
matrial and therefore ve are unable to consider publication,
although a mtyber of my manm friends ha"v urged e to
write an academi- article on the thodology used. *ay I
extend U eam lvitation te you, if it has not alrea4y
bsen dam, to cos and discus. with those who aotually did
tha dek work for thse estimates, both their -etho y
and their estimates. I a sure that we are all agreed on

tw deslrability of fUrther strengthning the basi. for
future estimates.

tharm regard,

Ainrely yours,

Irving 3. Friedaan
the Econaa Ad4ier to tl* Pre*s*det

Hedmonomo Development Division

Organisation for Econmi co-prto and Develagplaat
2rue Andr-e-Pascl

Paris * France

cc: r M. de Vries



Mr. de Vries October 26, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Letter to Antonio Montero

You may wish to talk to me about this. I would also

appreciate your showing it to Mr. Kamarck.

Attachments:
Incoming letter
Memo
Reply
Mr. Wzods's note.



Mr C. . Oven 25 October 1965.

Irving S. Friedaan

ECO1 4o1I CQ-TTES NESTl1O

Please set up a meeting of the Economic Caomittee for a week frcm
toxorrow to discues,"The Future EConamic Work of the Bank".

I may have a piece of paper to circulate to the Cmittee be-fore
the meeting but would prefer n to say anrthing about it at this time.



DECLASSIFIED CONFIDENTIAL
AUG 1 6 2023

r. George l. ood WBG ARCHIVES r 19'

ueving ;. 'rieftnn

anversadnsn on pIne tudy wit" moe.rs. r t, agorin,
vrr, Donnore .---k ---.- oloa ocmmet

I would lke to report oriefly on my converradecn. with th abo persons
on the supplementary finance scheme. Tbars in considerable specrulation about

our study and unfortunately thre are 0anY icOncptOn prevalent about our

achows. I thnk thse informl talks have been hlpful.

y irMt converation was with Iesse. Merhant and Vagorin T oumned
the scwme to thwa. Mr. agorin did most of the tking. Mr. habAnt in-

disated that he would 11 to talk snap more and we have a tentative appoint-

eat to do ao at the beginning of next week. Mr. agrin was, on bana,

favorable to the chme and particularly entneeimtie with respet to uah

featur** as the insisteone on performance asa praregott for assistane

and agroed projections of exports. The only problem he raised wae the quoetion

of whether thia vuld affect A replenishnent. I explained to hia wht we felt

this was stahing distinctly different from D replenishmnt, Imnlnng the
fact that there was no reference in he study to IDA pOes4 1zeing the admini-

tradng ngncy despite the lAnguge of the resolaton. r. agorin, hover,

commented that he felt that for the domor countries, partionlely the United

3ates and other prInepla doores, the real attractiveness of the schme was

In the fact that IA would be administering it. I explained tat tia d

not moan that we ere turning our back on the possibility of amanistring it,

but felt that this should be dianasd later. Mortnntely he and Y. f ham

had to leave for a eetng and we did not quite nplete our conversation out

ho to do so in the coming week with Mr. Merchant. Mr. agorin will be away
for a number of weeks In connaedon with the WiAn Development 'ank and other

Man mattars.

4r. Vrre: I outlined our schas to Mr, Larre in now detail. Ais

response was distinctly favorable. H even thought it was logicall iswver,
he ehasised the grave difficulties of obtaining additonal money for denkp-

ment finance, whatever the purpose. (As an aside he expressed th view that

IDA vould not be increased in the coming period.) Ae recogsid that the

scheme placed a great responsibility on the AdmnlotorIng agency, but did not

expres Any exception to this. In the course of our disassion the question

of financing eAse up. In folt that no schee would s taken sriously wi0h

said nothing about financing. felt that this was the critical problem in
th adoptn of aq now schowne and the failare to deal with it would ake the

stud~y apperaqe an acadmea exer.cise. v di>aessed this point at *am* length

and his ~onwwantne reerks were that, even if something vague and very brief

were included, it might a hwlpful to indicate the awarnsses en the part of

the authors that this was an important apect of ;ny praetltal schome. I did
not tell him what we would do, but have kept his omment in mind In going over

our draft. I think it cAn be corroctly said that he was appreciative of

having been told about the hosem before it was falsed.



?Mr. ag D. Wo. - Deten 22 19%.

defWWW I Outilad tW Zcte in detail to "r.
Sreacted avaraly to indhhtux! tht tmade vensa. QWr, "A too
espanised te great difflculties of obtaining nm Punds fv develapwsent finance

for whateve purpg)to. LIW 'r Arn" be Inquired What t* President propoed
to do with Ute ufttr. Itold hi Sbat your views un and bI* £Ss We
hope thAt Cam would be a ta for a cawenl reading if V* skidy ad the givingof OOMM..n

z The lne tion %,a in *bout V* saw linen s th conversAtion
with .lfink ,4th a little less emphasis -)n hAvig V* <porn-tty to

C ton b 3tot ola

1, S -au a sobene to r. Sol o A he had a wry
positive reaa o-n to it. :l* is enAnnImatic about tying tA asitance*
under the seve to perfarmanme in the development field. Ae too expresse
Oonean abo'ut 06btaI4 V*t I*acig iam Lun o natio 3 ae toA7rd
variou Fre propaa at ak ratlar ocuplicated character utdah ar* really

part of an attack =n price ineabillty Vakoag international camiudity
arrangmanta, atock piling, prime ~et te. ThI'is approach is booed

easentially oni W-* idea Vt conmweera in saporting eeintries wmit be asked
to pWy variable taws when the pricee for certain basta comsaditioe fall
below agreed levels.

s a4ppretated tat UdU W a oeicaeated approach nd did not ham
the feeling that hq is puhing It vigrouly. de seamad entusiastie about
the prospect of m anord role for matilateral aid throg h e Wor'ld lank
Grozup but stresed the difcties of doig anyming *hA& is burdwens an

I.S. belwa of pagamen~teei oWu be U* big sahlltt block.Ine
courve of our dmualmi" we got %nto V* problem of fInding $3-4 hellin more
for developent finanne. ie "aid that vws ay. To use virteu13., his
weeds -- Geoarg was going to got his Z3 to d4 Mi M i by, inass in ia,
the 4aupleatAry fum~e "mmen wandM refinaneir~g of Indebeuam n
tl, last pit he* hoped that the 3ank would be vW.InG to onvider taa
refianing o aatanding Lidbtednews to the -*nk as part of a geneal&
approach to the problem. I expressed no viese on thia.

In cormetion ith this questaan which aoes up of te relation to -A
repaniaa* I hom bee using the follouing two argutmentrps, ang othemeV,

whinhi I would la to bring to ye Ar attention.

One is Vat the tim schedule if LA replendsament and t#a suplemenasy
finam4e aehene to very Miff'ent. A dcision mn ZA r"enhMwent mat

presume7 be madoesam tiss In 1966 A probabl well Weone V end if
snerOf 1966. The vupplawetary finanwe scha,, awen if very woll received,

WMl take a yewate two of :LnterntiOnsA Con'sidrsuan, exchange of VIeWs,

Thex vseman point and also related, i* that U* argument that asyming
OWen being awaidared for suppavientary firnnn WIGht affect the attutude
towards 1A repleniAsent oan be alppled to aything tand everytIAng, In the
field of development finfm. T1m the amoune being consideed for bIlAtesal
aid con*ibutons to IrA=mAI fnancial in~atmna, consotiA pledges for
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t

special purpxoe, export crodis or ezqpo rt uran"c soewes etc., mihtal
Affect he 1,2 rep,lnishmet aw vice Versa. There wasn reason fo asvas Vte
It as ary and particulairly a supplementary finanvlal sehenem that would Aff bt
geammenta' a ttituds on Uw antUde and temw of IDA ruptouAwlmet ane Alt
see clewr VAt the Aunk scheme was at os arlated in tera of sithor being

fiam by supplementary cantribetians to IDNj awe,~e VM termo ihe the
assiAane wuld be given to ountris havling diffIcultion wauld noct necessarily
b Wn MDA terse, Vhatever #2AV Wer in- tO £frkr.

Am to thm bAlance af pagannt arg4,w-t i have no t at, at "h eaOtiest,
Vhe impast on the blannac of pqasnto wUd be toWUrd VV end or 196,7, and mo

lkly, 196 - 69 become of the Inevitekt tim spent tetwmn the prepoeing of
a esban an an internstoAlanly agred "n opearig mochaims-



Mr. Kamarck October 25, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Joint Coffee Study

I read with interest your memoranda of October 22 on the
Coffee Ptudy. In view of the inability to be able to agree on
a Director wouldn't it be better just to call off the entire
thing?

I am troubled that we are going ahead with signature
ceremonies when we really cannot see how this is going to be
done.



DECLASSIFIED

Mr. U. AUG 16 2023 Otor22,96

n SWBG ARCHIVES

Zonvestions on $up atary Finne Study with Mosee. Marbhent,
Z.agorin,. LArre_, onnr and 30oomn.

I would like to report briefly on ow conversations with the above
persons on the supplementary finance schw . here is onsiderable
speculation about what we are going to propose and unfortunately there
ar" ma misconceptions about what is in cur sceme. Py impresion is
that those who ar osiping about it are those who are unfriendly
sin* the od.ooepmons seem all to be in one direction.

lir first conversation was vith Asssrs. Marchant ad ,agorin. I
outlined the scheme to them. Mr. Zagorin did moet of the talking and
Mr. Marnhant indLiated that he would ke to talk so more. We have
a tentative appointmet to do so at the beginning of net week. Mr.

agorin was, on balance, favorable to the schee and particularly
en+t= iastic with respect to such feature as the insistence on per-
formance and agreed projections of export. As felt that this was a
key aspect of the &chow. The only problm he raised was the question
of whether this would affect IDA rap1.enameont. I amplaind to him
wtV we felt this was sothing distinctly different from IDA replenish-
ment, including the fact that there was no referenwe in the stn~r to
IDA possibly being the administrating agency despiteo the languae of
the resolution. Mr. agorin, however, was disturbed at this, saying
that he felt that for the donor countries, particularly the United
States and other priniple donors, the real attractivemss of the
sobee was in the fact that IDA would be admnistaring it. I exlained
that this did not mean that we were tuning our back on the possibility
of administering it, but felt that this should be discused later.
Unfortunately be and Mr. Hbrhant had to leave for a meeting and we
did not quite complete our conversation but hope to do so in the com
week with Mr. Marchant. Mr. Zagorin will be away for a maher of weeks
in connection with the Asan Development lank and other Asian matter".

Mr. Tarze: I outlined our schem to Mr. Larre in sow detail.
Us respowe was distinctly favorable. He even thought it was logical.
Howver, he aphasioad ths grave difficulties of obtaining money for
ay Increase in develmet finanoe for new Ideas. As an aside he
expressed the view that IDA would not be increased In the oain period.
4b reognised that the schew placed a grat responsibility on the
adinistering agency, but did not pss aey *=option to this. In
the ocurse of cur discussion the question of finasing cae up. Hi
felt that no scham would be taken seriously which said nothing about
finaning. He said that this was the critical problem in the adoption
of any nw schom and the failure to deal with it would mke ths etn4r
appear as an acadea enervise. W discussed this point at sams length
and his conclading reaerks ware that even if somthing vagu and very
brief were included it might be helpful to indicate the aerenes on the
part of the authors that this was an important aspect of aW practical



ftr. Gerg D. ada - - Ootober 22, 1965

.oham. I dd not tell bia what we would do but have kept his aont
In mind in going over our draft. I think it cau be correctl aa that
ho was apprecaVive of hevIng been told about the sa e bafae it was

M4r. r: I outlnad the sc hi some detail to Mr. Dmmr.
lie reacted favorabily to it and thonght that It sod senm. bwvr, h
too eaam bd the gret diffinItdes of obtainin funde for developent
fineno. for whatever puWpo.. Li4 -r. Larre he inquired what the
President propoaed to do with the study, I told hia what jau views
ere and hI expressed the hope that thre would be ampl t4im for a

careful readirn of the study and the giving of emmnts.

Mr. ,olomons I outaind the schem to tor. ,olomon and I* had a
very positive reaction to it. ij is enthxwiastic about tying the
astan. under the sehem. to performane in the development fielA,
Hs too expreased concern about obtaining the financlng. Is men
inelination lans tward various ,Irnh proposals of a rather complicatd
character which are realy part of an attack on price instability through
International comwditW arrangemente, stock piling, price agreemnts, etc.
This approach is baed nsentially on the Idea that conmr3 in importng
countries might be &eked to pay variable tans when the prices for certain
variable levis and when the prices for certain basie comiodities fall
below agreed levels.

"le aprvcL"ate*d that thia was a conPlicated uppnroAh and I did not
have the freeling- that be i.s pushing it vigorously. 1e does seem onenaatantic
aboutthe project of an enlarged role of attla.teral a4 through the
.IOrld Bank Goaup but stressd the balane of paynents iplications on
difficulties of doing anything khich is burdenvom on U.,. balange of
paguents. Im d ever, as togh ha expected the schem to be
internationa-ley &cepted and becoim a reality. In the conurse of our
dincussion we got onto the problm of fning34 billion mor for dewlop-
ment finane. LA s#a that was easy. To use his words -- "George was
going to get his 3 to li M lUon y increasing IDA, supplemntary finanoe
scheme and the refinancing of indabtedmas." On the last point he hoped
that the Bank would be willing to oneoidor tJ refinancing of outatandUn
ilebtadms to the Bak as part of a general approach to the problem. I
expresed no views on this.

In connection with this question which comes up of the relation to
DA. remplenihment I have been using the following tvo argasut,avang

others, wich I would like to bring to your attention.

One is that the time schdule of IDA replenInient and the supplemntary
finane scheme is very different. !. decision on It replenishment mist
presuably be made sow tU in 1966 an probably well before the end of
sumier of 1966. The supiwetary finanoe sceme, evn if very well received,
will take a year or two of International onsideration, exchange of views,
cnferring, etc.



W. Oewrp D. Wo - . - cetoer 22, 1965

The smond pont, .and a1so related, is that the argmuet tt*t
anytidng evemn being canoidered for iupeetr inam mght affeet
the atid oward A replenimnt can be applied to aything and
everything in U field of developmnt finase, iuia tht amwat
being considered for bLatera1 ad contribution to regional finncial
institutions, aensortaa pledges for s3pecial purposes, exrt eredits

o r export Insuranoe shames, etc,, rtight all, affect the IDA replenish-
ment and vice versa. T as no reson to asemm uat it was only
and partiularly a upplemsntary finan=il echo*e that would -affect
governmonta' attitudes on the nagrtude mnd termsof IDM rwpt iahmnt
anc it ws clew that the schem was not formlated in term of
either being fianeo byr upplamntary contributions to IDM or the
terms on whh the assstane wou1d be givn to countries havWSg
difriculties would be n ID2A terms

1 :4



October 19, 1965

Dear Mr. Adams,

Thank you for your letter of October 12, 1965. It was
indeed a pleasure to be able to participate in the Financial
Analysts Federation Conference and to exchange views on
subjects of common concern to all of us.

Though the World Bank, the International Honetary Fund
and the stgency for International Development are engaged in
inter-related activities, as you know, the first two are
international organisations with international participation
in ownership and management, while the third, AID, is a United
States Government Agency entrusted with the task of managing
the U.S. bilateral aid program in developing countries. The
International Monetary Fund is more immediately concerned with
the problems of international monetary management, while the
activities of the World Bank are more in the nature of pro-
viding finance and technical assistance in accelerating the
process of development in developing countries.

Unfortunately I do not have a chart or a paper which
brings together the relevant information about the activities
of various organizations in the field of finance and develop-
ment, but I enclose material on the activities of the World

ank and the IMF which would be of interest. As requested,
I am also enclosing a copy of my statement of October 5
before the Financial Analysts lederation Conference.

Yours sincerely,

Irving S. Friedman
The Fconomic Adviser to the President

Mr. Lyndon 0. Mams
Northwestern University
Treasury Department
Evanston
Illinoia



Mr. Friedman --

I was able to find this letter which you sent to Mr. Grondona on
October 11, 1965. The correspondence that has been "lost" has been
"found" - It seems as though Mr. Kalmanoff has been doing some research
on this correspondence and he and Mr. Macone have a report ready for
Mr. Woods -

After talking to Mr. Kalmanoff, Mr. Macone called and asked to see

the latest letter on Grondona, so I will see that he gets it tonight.

L. Nelson



Dear Mr. Groaona,

Thank you for yaw letter of September 21, 1965 sad
the eneteed copy of your article to "The Times" * I read
with considerable interest these and your book along with
th e copies of your letters to Mr. Schvsitzsr, sent to m
in a separate cover.

I have, of course, been greatly interested in the general
ideas that you advocate for our purposes of increasing inter-
national liquidity and stabilizing commodity prices. I also
note with pleasure that Mr. 3clweitzer's staff is giving your
proposal carful attention. In the mantie, I am. passing on
your valuable cntribution to the subject of price stability
asong soe of my senior econmic staff for their information.

You might be interested to know that the Bank is preparing
a study on supplementary financing for unexpected declines in
export receipts which threaten to disrupt development program.
This stuy is in response to an UNCTAD resolution, and I hope
that we will be finished with this work in the not too distant
future. As you are well aware this UNCTAD resolution was in
response to the kind of problm which you have been considering
so long. I hope that you will find our stuVy of interest and
proise.

Sincerely yurs,

George D. 'oods

Mr. L.. St. Clare Grandona
6 anightsbridg Art
Sloane Street
Lmnon, S.W.1
England

ISriedman tdf
1O/n1/65



September 24, 1965

Mr. Friedman sutmarised his understanding of the principle func tions

of the consultative groups as follows:

1. The consultative groups would consider analyses of development programs

and related policies made by the Bank staff in consultation with the staff of

the country concerned and the Fund. This analyses would aim to indicate that

in the siew-of the 3ank staff the development programs and policies were

reasonable and merited international support.

2. The consultative groups would consider such analysis and presumably would

have an exchange of views on them. The purpose of this exchange of views would

be to reach agreement the members of the consultative group agreed that

these development programs were reasonable and merited international support.

This would eliminate from the arena a possible controversy where the donor or

creditor countries concerned felt that a country was behaving poorly with

respect to its development.

3. The consultative groups would also consider, together with the development

programs and policies, the external financial requirements of a country. This

might be projected over a planned period - say five years. This statement of

external financial requirements would also be prepared by the Bank staff in

consultation with the staff of the country concerned and the Fund. The aim

would be to reach agreement with the country concerned that this statement of

financial requirements seemed reasonable both to the country concerned and to

the Bank technicians who would also have the benefit of the Flnd views. This

statement would be presented to the consultative group again with the aim of

reaching agreement in the consultative group that it seemed a reasonable

statement of external financial requirements.

h. The above having been done, the Bank, after consultation with the country

concerned and other international agencies which might be involved, would present

a list of projects which were contained within the investment program and needed

international assistance. The Bank would indicate why it felt these projects were
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worthy of international support and be prepared to exchange its views on

specific proposals. the Bank would also be prepared to indicate the
on

appropriate terms/which loans and credits could be made to the country concerned.

5. The next phase would be to ask countries their reactions to these specific

proposals. If the country reactions fell short of the total indicated by the

total external reqirr-ents, the lhairran of the consultative groups would

presumably point this out to the group. He might well know this before the

meeting as a result of informal discussions among the various staffs concerned.

The Chairman might well at this point, ask countries to reconsider their

programs so that the agreed needs of the country could be met.

6. From here on out it becomes questionable whether the consultative groups

would take further action. It presumably would not go as far as trying to

get specific pledges of amounts or a degree of pressure that might be regarded

as arm twisting. The steps taken above would already constitute considerable

pressure on the donor or creditor countries. Presumably only experience will

indicate how much further the consultative group could go without endangering

its very existence. The Chairman could always have to be mindful of the fact

that in going to the consultative group meetings the countries concerned had

been told that they were not coming to a pledging session. On the other hand

he would also have to be mindful of the fact that the purpose of the consultative

group was to help achieve a magnitude of external aid needed for an agreed

development plan and policies.

7. Such questions as indebtedness and rescheduling would probably come within

the scope of development programs, bolicies and external financial requirements.

However, it was doubtful whether the consultative groups themselves would be the

actual mechanism in negotiating a rescheduling, but it might well be the mechanism

for agreeing that a was necessary and even that a rescheduling

operation wou4d take place.



Mr. GeofCfrey Wilson 18 ctober 1965

Irvine; 3. "'riedman

.n rim of -,our telephone inui ry it t s be useful to put
dor a "ew thoughts rn why IIC ivedt nt of itr reserves in T)A would
not be a good idea:

1. The fmd is a revolving Arnd. It must always be concerned
with doing ts utmost to raintain itc qinuidity incoluding the qiality of
its avets. le "reserves" of the Fund are held in the very currencies
in which drawing ar likely to be made at scme tim. It's oreserves '
are not really contingency funada againat defau: rs. In the literal rense
of the word denults are inpossible in the Fund in the eense that the
Fund always holdn an asset - namely the national currency of the drawing
cowntry. Countries may fail to repurchase ,ith another currency but
this do not affect the total financial assets of the Fund, therefore,
the Fund wmt be concernd with the goality of its assets and welcome
the addition of currencies of a convertible character.

2. For similar reasons the Fund does not have anything that might
be regarded as an "excess". Indeed, if it had an excess the question
would arise why the chargs are not being revised. Thw Fund charges do
not perform the saw functions as interest rates in the Ank; they
are not the 'cost" of borrowing money but rather an inducemnt to
reparease.

3. The Fund at the present time has $0O millim of investmnts in
the United States on the theory that the und needs the income. If it
were publilcized in any way that it had an excess of incom the question
would arise as to why this investment was not being reduced. If done,
it would inrvolve the transfer of gold to the Fund by the U.S.

h. To the extent to which the Fund has liquid assets in its
portfolio, whatever the source, the question arises of the investment of
these assets. It is conceivable that the relatively small amounts that
Yr. Kamarek suggested could be held in the kind of securities issued
by the World Bank for purchase by central banks. Monetary authorities
do not regard their reserves as excessive or availabl for distribution
but they do invest them in income earning securities usually of a short-
tem -character, I would see no objection in Mr. Cavanaugh exploring
with the Treasurer of the Fnd, if he has not already done so, some
purchases by the uAnd of our special issues for central banks.

:. 0In view of the possible interest of our Treasurer in this, I
am also sening a coy of the correspoence to him. I would, howr
still like to request that no approach be made to anky Pund person
without further discussion.
ISFriedanhar
ce Ilesers. C avanmagh

aope
Kinarck



18 October 1965

Mr. Cavanaugh 700

I think the letter is a very good idea.
I have made acme suggested changes for your

neideration, including an insert on the
.alance of paympts position of Italy. In
view of its importance I am suggesting that
this insert be a separate paragraph.

I. S. Friedman.



DRAFT
RWMavanaught emk
October i4, 1965
+ additions by
ISFriedman: iw

Mr. Guido Cirli
Governor
Banca d'Italia
91, Via Nasionale
Roae, Italy

Dear Governor Carli:

In each of the next few years it will be necessary for the World

Bank to raise approximately $400 million per annum of new funds it is

my hope to raise a substantial part of such funds in the United States.

However, not only because of the balance of payments position of the

United States but also to maintain the international character of the

World Bank, it is essential that we make every effort to raise as much

of these funds as possible outside the United States.

I have followed with great interest and pleasure the improvement

during the past year in the Italian balance of payments and international

liquidity position. It is most gratifying that your efforts to promote

balanced growth of the Italian economy within a framework of monetary

stability has paid such handsome dividends. I gather that Italy may be

experiencing the largest current account surplus recorded by any European

country in the post-war period. I trust that these changed conditions

will enable you to consider being of major help to the Bank in raising

new funds.

As you know, you now hold almost $8 million of our Two Year Bonds

which we offer to central banks and other government agencies. We expect

to have another of these issues next March and I hope that you will be able

to subscribe liberally to that issue. Also you have in the past (through

Cambital) purchased substantial amounts of up to 10-year maturities of the

loans made by this Bank to Italy. I hope that you would again find it

possible to acquire significant additional portions of such loans.
/p.2



18 October, 1965.

Dear Peter,

Thanks for your letter of October

15; I thoroughly enjoyed your well run program

and enclose a copy of my remarks.

Lunch some tim sounds like a good

idea.

Sincerely,

Irving : . Friedman

Mr. Peter Ladd Gilsey,
Vice President,
Loomis Sayles & Company,
888 17th St., N.W.,
Washington, D.C.



Mr. R. H. Demuth and Mr. A, M. Kamarck 18 October 1965

Irving S. Friedman

A Project for Research and Experimentation: Civic Participation to
Assist Economic Develo'pment - by Erwin Schuller.

I have had some informal conversations with Mr. Schuller on the
attached subject. I promised that after the Governors' Conference
I would bring it to the attention of responsible officers of the
Bank to get their reaction. He has worked closely with the Inter-
American Bank and AID on similar ideas. He is well regarded by
people like Graydon Upton, he is an investment banker by profession.

ISFriedman :nw
18 October 1965.



Mr. Kamarok october 18, 1965

Irving 3. Friedman

Machado Proposal

I don't know if you have ever been told this before but

the President has an outstanding comnittnant to the Board for
a staff paper on the so-called Machado Proposal.

I have read it and am prepared to discuss this with you
or anyone else as to what we might do next.



Mr. de Vries October 18, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Statistical Goope~raton between the Bank and OECD

vith respect to cooperation on statistics between the Bank

and OECD I thought that we bad involved the IMF in this in one

way or another. Perhaps yon could have someone come up and

speak to me about it.

re document A Proposal for rbtablishing an Expanded Reporting System
on External Lending - October 13 - DBRD Economics Department and Mr. Mendels'
letter to Messrs. Merchant, Stevens, Larre and Ibnner.



Mr. do Vries October 1h, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Special Loan Comittee Meeting - India

Since the Loan Comittee is discussing India tomorrow

(at 4 pm, Mr. Knapp's Conference Room) I think that we might

wish to send a strong person to the meeting. Unfortunately

I have a previous engagement or I would go myself. Mr. Knapp's

office has been informed that someone will attend.



Mr. Kameck22 Octdbr 1965.

ott In to IDA by

I age with the sentament behiM ycur maneaAm of October 11,
1965, but I don't really think its a good idea fr the DW for reason
I womd be lad to claborate.

I hope nobotr auggets this W wr IMP person without taklng
to me first.

Cl Mr. Wilson



Mr. Mcorkle October 1, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Representation - Coffee for SID Council Meeting

On Friday, October 8 thirty cups of coffee were ordered

from the Dining Room to be served to the Council members of

the Society for International Development, who were meeting

in the Conference Room 1038.

Would you please charge this to official Bank representation.



Mr. Owen 12 October 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Economic Committee Meeting Tuesday, October 19.

I would appreciate it if you would call a meeting of the Economic
Committee for Tuesday, October 19 at 3 p.m. I would like to have the
Committee discuss the economic work and activities of the Bank in the
coming months -- say six month period.

It is clear that we have a very large and increasing load of
economic work which must be done by the combined efforts of the economists
in the Area Departments, Economics Department and Projects Department.
This work includes much of the directional work of the Bank plus intensified
work in connection with consultative groups and other activities.

I would there fore like to have the members of the Committee come
prepared to discuss:

(a) Anticipated economic reports
(b) Anticipated economic missions
(c) Work in consultative groups
(d) Assignments of personnel
(e) Suitability of present procedures for getting the

work done in time
(f) Other aspects of economic work.

I would hope that the members of the Committee would be prepared for
a full and frank exchange of views of the problems which exist and how they
best be met in the light of experience and available personnel.

Please circulate this memorandum to the members of the Economic
Committee.

ISFriedman:nw



Mr. Kamarok 12 October 1965.

Irving S. Friedman

Preparation of Economi.c Work

In connection with our discussion on the organization and personnel
for future economic work, I would appreciate your preparing, perhaps in
consultation with others, a report on how an economic report is prepared
in the Bank and how they might be streamlined if we are to do our work
in the future.

I appreciate that there probably is more than one type of economic
report, in which case you might wish to report on the different kinds.

Needless to say in asking you about this I am concerned about the
use of economic reports not only as a basis for judgments by the Economic
Committee relating to IBRD and IDA comitments but also consultative
groups, annual reviews, conpensatory financing, etc.

IS~iedmantnw

cot Mr. Owen, Messrs. Pereira Lira, Nespoulous euville, Kochav, Sundrum
Sarma, Halley and Jalan.



AOCT 1 1965

Dear '. Kravia,

I m pleased to roceive th copy of
your report an price ompetitivemas In
iron and steel a am gled t: loarn that
the material you obtAined frm the Bank
was useful in ta preparation of this
report.

As you kow, your report 4ala with
a subject of great interest to tse Bank
and I am bringing It to the attention of
my e0onomic staff. 'Ay aly well find it
useful to be in direct contact with you
if they have quetions or reactions to
your study.

Yaur. simer,

(Signeo) George D¶ 2S

GeorVe D. Woods

Mr. Irving B. Kravis
Natioml reaa of Fompi; R4eambrh Inc.
261 Madison Avenw
New York, N.Y. 10016

cc: Mr. AvramOvic

ISFriedmani :d
10/8/65



uotober 7, 1965

Dear Mr. DTanison,

Your letter of October 1, 1965 with the
enclosed plan for "Vord Beao through th

Guaantee of Freed and ovemigty", addrssed
to Mr. Woods, has been paseed on to am for
r'epigP.

W all share your hope for a free and
balancd world. The plan and the mchinery
that you propose for Its im=plemntation Le,
of ourse,, a mAttr for the national govern-
mnte to take a decision on.

Thank you for the opportity to red
your views.

Yours 4ineerey,

Irving Friedan
The Ee1wnomd Advisr to the Presidnt

Mr. Arthur van R. 1nwapson
Bawoood ioase
,Mendham,
New Jerasy

cc: Mr. Woods
(for record purposes)
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AUG 1 6 2023

Personal & confidential WBG ARCHIVES
October 8, 1965

M~y dear Koinser,

As promised I am sending you a coy of ourdraft study on supplementary financing. You
will notice that it is still "confidential" and
an internal staff document. I en not circulatingit to the Executive Directors so plese regard
this as a purely personal and private comannica-
tion.

I enjoyed our chat -- I would only like toemphasise again, which you will see from readingthe report, that I too do not believe in auto-
matic schemes but feel that our proposal is
very much not an automatic scheme, even thoughit alms to give assurance to countries which
are good performera that assistance will be
forthcoming when there is a problem.

Hoping to see you in the not too distant
future,

Yours,

Irving S. Friedman

Mq Koinser
Economics Ministry
Department VI
Bonn
Duisdorf
Germazy



Mr. Kamk, Mr. Steson, Mr. sn October 7, 1965

Irving S. 144efton

monsin to IndIA

I wovA ika to .suSpt that a meetin with the forr of
no be et up to disas parmal for the missio to India to
rvieW the developmnat pagram it it tuaks PIAM.

I waiM ask ise e(kogor to be In touch with you to fix
a convenient date brt thought you uight like to have sme
advane notiae.



Mr. S. Shahid Husain October 7, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Memorandum to Files - Meeting with Brazilian Delegation

I would like to draw your attention to the part of the
attached memorandum which I have marked off. I do not believe
that we are waiting for the results of the Coffee tudy before
having a view on our willingness to be the international entity
that would decide on the diversification priorities. The dis-
cussion was a little confused on this point -- perhaps deletion
might be the easiest solution. I would suggest that this little
sentence be worked out in consultation with Messrs. Kamarck and
de Vries.

Attachment

ac Mr. Kamarck
Mr. de Vries



Personal . hand DECLASSIFIED October 8, 1965

AUG 16 2023

WBG ARCHIVES
Dear Dick,

I am encloaing for your private

and personal use a copp of our draft

report on supplementar financing as

promised.

If I can be of further help please

call on Me.

Sincerely yours,

Irving S. Ffiedman

Mr. Richard Richardson
Bureau of the Budget
Room 435
Executive Offices
Washington, D.C.



OCT 8 1965

Dear Bernard,

This in to 1st YoU know that I have
received your letter of October 4 enclosing
the curriculu vitae of Pierre do Longamare.
I will be hapy to talk to Mr. Cha Ibt on
this when he is ready to do so along the
lines we discussed.

I enjoyed our conversations and hope
that they will be renewd soon in Paris,
Washington or elsewhere.

Sincerely yours,

Irving S. Friedmn

4O wall street
New York, 5, N.Y.

cc: Mr. Chadenet

ISFriedman :dm
10/8/65



October 7, 1965

Dear Mr. KraviU,

I a- pleased to receive the copy of
your report an price aanpetitivnesS in
iron and steel ad an glad to learn that
the material you obtained from the Bank
was useful in the preparation of this
report.

As you know, your report deals with
a subject of great interest to the Bank
aid I am bringing it to the attention of
vw econamis staff. They my well find it
useful to be in direct contact with you
if they have questions or reactions to
your stady.

Sinoerely yem',

George D. Woods

Mr. Irving B. Kravis
National Bmreau of Sconami Research Inc.
261 Madison Aveime
Now York, N.Y. 10016

cc: Mr. Avramovic

ISFriedman/do
10/7/65



Financial Analysts Federation Conference

Tuesday, October 5, 1965

Remarks by Irving S. Friedman

"The World Bank and the Free World Economics"

May I begin by expressing my appreciation for having this opportunity

to participate in your Conference and to address such a distinguished group.

As you all know the World Bank group consists of the IBRD, more cunonly

called the World Bank; the International Development Association, more

comnonly called the IFC. Because of shortage of time I will speak nearly

entirely of the World Bank and IFC activities since they are probably of most

interest to you. For the same reason, I will dwell relatively more on the

financial aspects of the IBRD and the IFC, although their non-financial activities

and operations are of great importance and are a major preoccupation of the

group. If you are interested, you may wish to address questions on these

non-financial activities and on the IDA in our discussion period.

However, to avoid misunderstanding I should at least point out that the

IDA is a major international institution with 96 member countries and

cumulative usable resources of $1.6 billion. As of the end of its fiscal

year, June, 1965, it had extended 77 credits totaling over $1 billion and

negotiations are well advanced looking toward the commitment in the year ahead

of a large portion of funds still available. Moreover, these credits, although

on concessional terms - 50 years repayable in easy stages after 10 years of

grace and only a service charge of 3/4 of 1 percent - these IDA credits are

for the same kind of carefully considered projects as those financed by the

World Bank itself. Last week the Governors of the World Bank agreed to

transfer to IDA $75 million from the Bank~s net income; $50 million was

transferred last year.

The World Bank's activities consist necessarily in large part of the
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provision of finance and its impact is probably most readily seen in the

statistical figures indicating the level of its operations as a borrower

and as a lender.

The Bank started work in mid-1946 and its first emphasis was on the

urgent problems of reconstructing some of war-damaged economics of Hurope,

for which it made loans totaling $450 million. It was from this beginning

that it turned its attention by degrees to what has become the main area of

activity and its main challenge -- the financing of economic development.

Since 1946 the Bank has made loans totaling $8.5 billion for development

projects and programs in 77 member countries or territories. These loans

have gone to finance specific and Bank approved projects, and in cases where

the borrower is a private corporation, a guarantee by the borrower's govern-

ment is required. Of this $8.5 billion, about $5.5 billion is now held by

the Bank, the difference of $3 billion being accounted for mainly by sales of

portions of its loans and repapments of principal.

Most of this development lending has been for basic utilities which,

in the underdeveloped world at least, generally do not attrqat private investors.

About a third of the total has financed the development of electric power.

To give you an idea of the scope of this power lending, one can mention as

an example, that in 14 countries if Latin America, the projects financed

by the Bank have on average amounted to a doubling of generating capacity

as compared with 1948. Another third of the Bank's lending has financed

transportation - especially railways, roads and ports. To take an example

from Asia, such loans to India and Pakistan have helped or are helping to

finance modernization of the railways and the improvemnt of cargo berths

and hauling and storage facilities at Bombay, Calcutta, Madras, and Karachi.

Most of the rest of the Bank loans have gone into industry and agriculture.

The industrial lending has been for heavy industry or has been channeled into



private finance companies in the borrowing countries themselves, to be

re-invested in establishing or expanding domestic industries. Such loans

have not been acfined to the biger of the developing countries alone; loans

for mining projects are now helping to transform the economic prospects of

Gabon, and M1auritania. The agricultural loans have generally been for

oonparatively large schemes, and especially for flood control or irrigation

projects that involve heavy capital speiding.

Most of the loans have been made in the underdeveloped nations, although

the Bank has also lent to others, such as Australia, Austria, Italy, Japan,

New Zealand, Norwar, and Denmark, whose need for capital was bigger than they

can meet through ordinary borrowing. The lending has been fairly evenly

spread about the world: Asia the most heavily populated region, has taken

the largest share, followed by the Western Hemisphere, Brope and Africa.

India is the largest individual borrower, with Japan in second place and

Mexico in tird.

Normally these loans have been medium or long-term with the principal

repayments beginning at the end of a period of grace and thereafter spread

over the remainder of the life of the loan. In establishing the length of

its loans, the Bank has generally followed the principle that tho term should

bear som relationship with the estimated useful life of the equiprment or

plant being financed. For encample, the cost of a hydroelectric power plant

consists partly of installations such as a dam, embankments, a pasar-house

and so on, whIich last for a very long time, and partly of generating equipment

which has a shorter economic lie. For such projects the Bank has usually

made loans for 20 to 25 years. On the other hand, loans made for the purchase

of less durable goods, such as trucks or farm machinery, have often been for

about seven years.

The distinguishing feature of the World Bank as international financial



institution, hoeer, lies not in the fact Uth it has made availaM for

investant larger funds over a wider geographical area than other inestamnt

institution, but in the fact that most of the capital it has invested has

cOn fexm te private capital markets of the world ratler than fro budgtary

appropriations. Of toe capital subscribed by lhr g ents, only on.

tenth is paid in. row the zest, the Bank relies on what it can raise in the

capital market.- of the world as well as repayment of anmmrtisatiou, and its

not :incom fron interest and fw sales of partions of its loans.

The Blank raises funds, primarily by the sale of its bcnds. The market

for the Bank's bands is international; altogether they have been sold in "or

than 40 coutries. There is now the equivalent tof about $2,700 mill3on of

bond outstanding in eiht curreniea - in Belgium france, Canadian dollars,

German marke, pound sterling, Neoherlanda guilders, Swise france and United

States do112rs.

On these bonds the Ban has paid a rate of interest very close to that

paid by national goverrasnta borrowing in their amn markets. The interest

that the Bank charge its borrowers is determined by the rate that the Bank

has had to pay. Thus, in practice, because of changes in mony rates in the

main capital mrnkets in btich the Blank sello its bnds, tax long-term lending

rate af the Bank has varied betieen 4% and 0,1. For a long period, the Bank

did not distinguish between borrowers in regard to the rate of interest chargedj

but late:Ly we have decided that the Bank would charge countries, able to cover

the bulk of their requirements for external capital from market zoaurces, rates

of interest roughly caparable to those thy pay when borroing in the market,

'hose rates would be up to one percent higher than tho Bank's standard interest

rate which is now 9 . Recently Japan and Italy have borrowed under the now

policy. The Bank has been able to establish a good finanIAl record. Net

profits earned amounted to $137 miiaWn in the fiscal year ending Jun 30 last.



Tbis activitr of mobilising dvate, capital tor development purposes in

the less developed countries has been important to us - this is what we were

dAt up to do, To this end, apart frcm selling bonds, we have been eager to

draw investors still more directly into our operatins. This we do by alMlng

parts of our loan, either at the time they we made or out of our portfolio.

About 500 financial institutiona - westy cuercial banks and insuranca

companies have bought part of our loansa and in onm recent case, investor

interest was so high that out of a loan equivalent to $7.5 miml all but

$35,000 worth was sold. This investor interest in Bk* loans has been

fairlr widespread covering loans to almost all our boxrowers, including th

less-developed coutries. In all, the Bank has draun $1,900 mion of

otber capital into its operations by sales of loans.

Through 1950, most obligations sold from loan portfolio carried the Bank's

guarantee. Increasingly, thereafter, sales were made without recourse to tA*

Bank, and in the last ten years all such sales have been made without the Bank's

guarantee which has reflected investor acceptance of te standard of Bank

lending. I&ile there is an element of ocost to these transactions, it is an

important part of Bank's business to do all it can to establish the credit of

its barrowers in the world markets.

However, it should be noted that Bank sales of loan maturities have

declined for the third successive year. As you all know, yields on other

securities are rising in Burope. Moreover, the Bank is not octiring the

United States marlt porticns of loans to ccmtries whose securities we

subject to the U.S. interest eqaliation tax and the voluntary program to

reduce U.S. private canttments in the industrializd countries.

At times the Bank has even been able to introduce or re-introduce 505W

of its barrowers, especially the Bropean ones, directly to the New York market,

bgr means of a coabined operation in which a World Bank loan coincidea with the
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raising f additimnal funds from private investors. Oneear4 case of this

involved the Kingdan of Nor-Agr at the time as it borrowed $25 raitain at

long trmi fran the Bank, it was raising another $15 miliin o the 1sale of

the shortexar securities in t4 Awarican marit.

A uamber of other borower have since been able to do te same, among

them Qantaa Airlines of Australia, Air 2India International, Japan, Denmark,

Aust Uria, Ital* Altogether, the Bank has helped its boarrowar raise near4

600 "mion fra private investore in this wq.

Ona direct benefiial reult of the Bank's a tivity as a lender, not only

to iti borrowars aut to its linders as well, l6" in its insistence on the

principle of free international canpetition for procur*aant of goods for the

Bank-f.ianed projects. As a co-operative internatin.al institutn, amncg

whose principal purposes is promotion of the "longrange balanced growth of

international vrade," the 3ank has insisted that all of its member countries

should have a falr ortunity to supply goods which are financed by Bank lans,

To this end the Bank aks its borrowers to obtai supplies on a capetl e

internationial bais aanias t"i procedure islaary inappropriat*. In aaft

caaea, in rder to make aur Wat wurtma bnefit is obtained from this system

of proouit, ti Bakc at tim"s has advised its borrowers to employ a

gaalified ,cnsultan to asiat in determiining hae qualifications of biddera,

in repari iitions and in analysing the bids.

Along witU ,i masia &un mobilisation opprivate internatonal capital,

we have also t.ied to ancouage the grow. of private initiative &nd production

in the developing contrles theAselve - although we bav not dmn this at the

xpe of firancing urgenter needc, activities which by eceossity and casaan

consunt are caried out in the public iotor. We have ius far invested over

a billion dollzar in privato enotrprisea. To put an even sharper edge on this

effort, our wmaber countries created tie International Finance Corporation, or
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the IFC as we usually call it, id±ch works ezolusively in the private sector,

halping to shape new enterprises, providing them with equity and loan capital

from its mm resources, and bringing in other capitalp managerial assistance

and technical advice fra abroad. For example, 4he 17C has sold or agreed to

sell neary -30 zm2lion of its loan and equity investments I& private enterprises

and U.S. intiait-Ions and thLeir rffiliates have been the loading purc-hasers.

The 0 a- of jun 30, 19C5 had Incv;ted in enterprises in 32 countries. The

expericco of Frc in participating in the growUh oa private sector in the

developing world makes an interesting educative and, lndeed, an encouraging

stom 7 albout tie prospts of privatai enterpriae in th.se countriaes, and we

have deftrii intenti ons o intens±ifying urA efforts in tiis direction through

this chane 'm "overnor'2o the Woerld Biank hav e jut authorized the Bank

to lend to the 7 $40O illioni to Incroa e financil capabilities for

relending to tpPvate enterpries without government guarantee.

In another way too, th-e World Bank has moved to facilitate the flow of

oapitvllinto private industrial investments. I rafer here to our increasing

activity in sppor of local i triul invstment instiations, popularly

known as "deelmnt banks". 7e have now helped to create or strengthen as

manr as 19 f those r trial finance companies in A1aia, Africa and Latin

Aerica. COur sstance to thesu cit ions has not been confined to pro-

vision of cap t11; e have alo lped them, at their- request, in their

personnel re" itent and othcr p All of thes institutions are

largely privtely or'ned and pratC-ely operated and Lome of them have succeeded

in attrating as shareholdere not only local investora but forignm investors

as well. believe strorly that, la propei circuztances and properly

organised and arnaged, t!e institutions czn Aake a i icant contrbution

to develaoent. They can do this not only by providing long-term industrial

financing to smller and medlim sized Indutrial enterprises -- a type of



financing nerly unavailabla heretafore -- but also by establishing new

standards of investigation and supervision and thereby creating confidence

mong local investors in the enterprise financed. And they can contribute

significant24 too, by serving as a lnk to foreig enterprise, skill, nd

capital. Tese oaniments to private development fnance capanies have

also helped develop local capital markets. For oxample, recently in the

esxIcan market there was carried out successfully the largest share issue

ever made by a privately owned company in Meidco. Moreover. trough the

IF0 the World Bank group gets first-hand xperience with the risks of

unsecured investmnts in private enterprises in the developing countries.

The IC has had a happy record of not profit making, but not without

occasional losses. It has also had to make the sew kind of difficult

decisions as you gentlemen when choosing between lower returns on attractive

equity investwnts and higher returns on loan investments. Because of the

way toe World Bank Group is organized - with one President and a nwaber of

comna officers and services -- this valnable dawn-to-earth experience is

quick3y comenicated to and shared by the World Bank itself and the IDA.

So far I have talked about the fisancial aspects of our operation --

what we are doing to finesne investments in developing countries and trough

what chanals. But I of ten feel that the Bank's landing and barroving are

only the most noticesable part of the iceberg - the fraction which shes above

the surface. A great deal af the Bank's tie Is spent on a variety of other

activities in the form of technical assistance and advice directed toward the

promotion of conditions corndive to rapid economic growth -- to creation of

a favorable investmant oimate in the broadest sense of the term. Our

engineers and financial experts are engaged in reguar visits to our mabr

countries, investigating on the spot not only the progress of existing projects

but the proposals for new projects which are constanty coming in. In the course
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of their duties these rmen are able to render important technical assistance,

especially when, as so often happens, the type of project being embarked upon

is novel and requires new kinds of expertise on the part of the member country.

In eastern and western Africa, for example, kere the problems of development

are particularly complex, the Bank has established permanent regional missions,

primarily to assist goverrnments in those areas to identify and prepare specific

projects for presentation to the Bank. The relationship between the Bank and

its borrowers is not confined merely to the granting of a loan, the dialogue

between the two continues unabated throughout the operation of the loan. You

will understand when I say that few projects get carried through to completion

without meeting with some kind of difficulty or delay. Here again the Bank

staff, who have had previous experience of delays and difficulties of many

kinds with other projects, may be able by advice and suggestions, to help the

borrower avert or solve his difficulties. Naturally, the extent bo which the

Bank's suggestions carry weight depend in an important way on a satisfactory

working relationship between the Bank staff and the officials and other

personnel of the borrower. In this connection I think it is interesting to

emphasize that in supervising the construction of the projects it finances.,

the Bank takes great pains to impress on its borrowers that it does not regard

its relation to them as being simply that of a creditor and its debtors, but

rather essentially that of a relation between two partners bound together by a

common interest in the successful completion of the projects.

One of the important products of this continuing dialogue between the Bank

and its borrowers is that the Bank insists on being satisfied that the manage-

ment arrangements for the projects it finances shall be satisfactory, and this

entails from time to time agreeing on changes in existing practices which are

deficient in this respect. This certainly contributes to the wider and deeper

understanding of the proper functions of management in the Bank's member countries,

and this in turn gradually improves the attractiveness of the investment climate
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to other lenders or investors.

Apart from this kind of technical assistance on particular projects, the Bak

also stands ready to assist member governments, at their own request, in the

formulation of general programs of development which can serve as a framework

for investment and other measures conducive to economic growth. For this

purpose, the Bank has conducted comprehensive economic surveys in 25 countries,

the most recent of these being in Morocco. This kind of economic work is also

carried on the more general problem and policy question of development financing.

The Bank is now preparing studies and reccomendations on such matters as need

for external capital by the developing countries, their ability to use external

capital in specific projects, how to cope with the rising external indebtedness

problem, how to mitigate the disrupting effects on economic development of

unpredictable fluctuations in commodity prices, what might be done to eliminate

the undesirable features of so-called supplier credits without impairing the

use of private financial institutions in financing international trade, the

possibilities of the establishment of a system of multilateral investment

insurance, etc. These activities reflect the simple fact that the World Bank

is a bank, but a special kind of bank -- aamely a world wide organization with

the obligation to pronote the economic well being of its members and more

particularly, to bring more order and stability into the highly important area

called development finance.

Then there is another type of effort in which we are engaged. The amount

of international financial assistance available to the underdeveloped countries

is limited, and the need for better use and coordination of external aid continues

to be urgent. The Bank took its first major initiative to assist in the

coordination of aid in 1958, when a critical shortage of foreign exchange

threatened to undermine the development program of India. A group consisting

of the Bank and the capital exporting countries most directly concerned was
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organized to surmount the crisis by mobilizing an adequate flow of external

assistance. In 1960, a similar consortium was organized by the Bank for aid

to Pakistan. These consortia have met repeatedly since their inception.

Both have served as vehicles for objective coments on the economic performance

and capital requirements of the recipient countries, and have served to

coordinate external aid and impove the terms on which it is given. The Bank

is also a member of consortia on Greece and Turkey administered by the

Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development. For certain other

developing countries, for example Nigeria, Columbia and Tunisia, the Bank has

undertaken to organize consultative groups of interested capital exporting

countries. These groups do not engage in annual aid pledges but in other

respects they are intended to serve the same purposes as consortia.

The essential purpose of consultative groups is to provide a framework

within which can be organized an orderly flow of capital and a stable, cooperative

relationship between the developing countries and interested aid givers. It thus

enables the recipient country and creditor countries jointly to consider the

country's development program and neede in comprehensive, continuing gashion, rather

than piecemeal, or the basis of eompetent, objective Information and analysis.

Thus it facilitites arrangements for obtaining finance, technical assistance and

advice -- not only in amounts that it could effectively use, but also on

appropriate wrms for financing projects and programs that deserve priority.

These groups also undertake a continuous assessment of the country's economic

performance, and attempt to work towards timely correction of deficiencies. We

believe that these consultations help to bring about a more adequate and

assured flow of aid to the countries with a good record of effective use, and

we are working to extend our activities in this area to cover a larger number of

our less develpped countries. At our Governors' Conference last week, the

Bank's efforts in this field were widely and warmly endorsed.
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Next, I would like to refer to one last perhaps unexpected line of evolution,

one that springs especially from the Bank's character as an international organi-

zation bound to serve iartiall the interests of all its members. Over the

years, the Bank's reputation for objectivity has caused its members to call on

it more than once to mediate or arbitrate disputes arising in fields in which

it has same expertise. The ease which probably is best known was the dispute

that arose between the shareholders of the Suez Canal colpany and- the Egyptian

Government as a result of the Government's termination of the canal lease and

the expropriation of coupany property. At the request of the parties concerned,

the Bank undertook a detailed study of the issues and tie facts; and in the end

was able to arrange a settlement, now fully carried out, under which the shareholders

received equitable compensation. 1ne Bank or its President were asked to

intervene in other cases as wll; the disputes between the government of Iran

and the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company, between thke Goverrueits of the United Kingdom

and Egypt over the incidents of July 1956 , between India and rakistan over the

sharing of the water of the Indus system of rivers.

In all these cases, the Bank was seeking to settle disputes whosu existence,

if continued, would have constituted in greater or less degree an obstruction

to the international flow of private and governmenial capital. Our experience

has led us to believe that we might make sce more permanent contribution in

this direction by creating an international maohinery under the umbrella of the

Bank which would be available on a voluntary basis for the conciliation and

arbitration of disputes arising between private investor on the one hand and the

governments on the other. At the request o.Z its Governors, the Executive

Directors and the staff of the Bank have now completed work on the text of a

convention on the Settlement of Investment Disputes. The Convention has alread4

been sent to member governments for their consideration with a view to signature

and ratification, acceptance or approval. Twenty-two countries have already

signed the Convention; it will go into effect when twenty countries have signed
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and ratified it. The operation of this Convention will create an element of

confidence which will in turn contrivutc to a healthier investment climate.

Finally, a word or two on what iight he called the economic performance

functions of the Iorld Bank. All have com to learn that it is not enough

for the Bank to be concerned with the financing and evaluation of projects.

On the national level specific projec-t rmt be seen in the oontext of over all

economic and Linancial policies) otherwise, the reeources spent -or projects

may be wasted. Perlaps, more important, the opportunity is lost to influence

developing countries to use all of their availAble resources, domestic and

external, as produc tively as feaible. It Is, emal comfort to know that a

country has better roads or improved energy- ailabi1itie or prxduces more

mineral, if poor ecoromc policies frustrate 7rcrth an devlo'nt. Thus

performance in goveramental economic pli has' berecome onie of the primary

concerns of the World Bank Gtroup and mih effort is devoted to hlping countries

impvvuv thir performance by technica acaistane, consultation etc., and where

necessary, by refusing to make fiaancing ovail able, urtil appropriate policies

are adopted.

These are some of the higlihts of the World Bank4 evolution. This is

a story not so mauch of our achiemnt as of our efforts; we know well that

the task that we have undertaken, wrill rot xe complete 1-n our geeration, not

even in the generation that succeerds uzs. The record of the past as to what

has been achieved in terms of eloic developmet mnior.t be all eneouraging

but, our time diension, it cannot be fotrgrtten, generationr, not months or

years. For you gentlemen, this is not difi-ult to se. Yoi are repeatedly

making decisions with long-ten consegvoersr an ror ong-term purposes.

Moreover, you entleImen know fro yur dalt experience that the great

difficulties Li forseeing the future do not free you from the necessity of

making decisions now. You know that suc% decisions are not postponalble iwerely
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because their effects re not felt for mary years to come. Because of your

experience, you will also know why we in the World Bank enjoy the challenges

we have to face and take pride in our work. There is an excltement we bre

share together - the excitement of knowing that what we do is important and

even vital, not only for ourselves and our contemporaries, but for generations

to came. If I mw and on a poetic note, it is like living on a high mountain -

the far off views are dim and vague, but you and I can se them, and that is

thrill enough for any man.

Thank you again.



September 24, 1965

Dear Charls

I hed hoped to be able to attend the
Convention in hicago, if only for a couple
of days, The Governors' Conference is next
week and on Tuesday October 5 I am one of
the tpeakers at the Financial Analysts
Federation onference.

If time permits I may fly in for one
day but in any case will not be needing
hotel accomnmodation. The registration slip
is enclosed herewith.

Hoping to see you soon,

Sincerely,

Irving 0". Friedman

Mr. Charls E. alker
Fxecutive Vice President
The Aerican Bankers Association
90 Park Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10016



September 21, 1965

My dear Mr. Minister,

May I express rmy congratulations on

your appointment by the Government of the

State of Sao Paulo as Minister of the

Tribunal de Contas. It was my pleasure

to read the news in your letter of

September 10.

I do hope we will be seeing each other

soon.

Very truly yours,

Irving S. Friedman

The Honorable
Otto Cyrillo Lehbmnn
Minister of the Tribunal do Contas
Government of the 'tate of Sao Paulo
Rua Tavares Cabral, 119
Sao Paulo 9,
Brasil



Mr. Broches September 23, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Mr. Philip Glick

Phil Glick has sent me a copy of the letter he wrote

to you. I would be glad to give you my impressions of him

if you are considering him for an appointment and would like

to have my comments.



Mr. Dana Brantley September 17, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Governors' Conference - Social Events

It would be appreciated if, in the listing of invitees for
official social events during the Governors' Conference, the
staff members listed could be treated as approximately equivalent
to Deputy or Assistant Directors:

Mr. N.A. Sarma
Mr. P. Pereira Lira
Mr. R.M. Sundrum
Mr. Andre Nespoulous-Neuville
Mr. David Kochav

The following are senior consultants in the Bank:

Dean Edward Mason
Mr. Frank Tamagna
Mr. Isaiah Frank
Mr. J. Hulley

Thank you.

cc: Mr. George Homsi



Mr. Reay september 16, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Expenses

It would be appreciated if the attached expense account

could be reimbursed to Mr. Waage. He cams to the Bank at vy

invitation for staff interviews.

Mr. Don L. Waage
Investors Diversified Services Inc.
Investors Building
8th and Marquette
Minneapolis, Minn. 55402



• Geore D. MSepteamber 17, 1965

M.1fie4s Theldts

Voting on SuPPj *My FirAne Piroposal , aposered
VA7 he".K. Snd Swde.at.:A

1a In "spoW to Y-r rqOuet I a giving tIe folloudng 1infarm on
On te voting Mn te )uppl6WIntarY Finae

an d at InTAD. I b ing tit on tAe fficial doctAnte of
to Cereme and recolleeon as one of tia a* r pmentaves

at to cnrn.

2. Ia attacing a cop of t resolution whih has two pa,A an ". Part A is ast ia ro m frred to m the U.-Suedish
proposal, at present being stwied by te Bank.

3. Tim official doments of Ut Corece record tm results e
VoUng, procedures only IVr nmm. Acording to te records the

"od2oe adopted to resolutmn in the Plenary tV 106 votm to no,
with 10 abotention. I roconoct that the abstntione ame from Iuba

&a the Soviet T.oo, ne U.S.l.R., an5yeloruianS, U nin R,
Poland, '-SSR, bAugery, PassonaO Bulgaria an Alhania-

4. All the Wstrn coutst and all the developing countries voted
for to resolution. This VU agred upon etde tm propoal was bein
discssed in the so-called Third m ttee of the Conferemc, the comitte
on ftinne. The Western ocuntries, including «apan, favored a JAnk study
(Part A), while the devloping countries wr m ore in favor of a stud
to be done by tie uture seotariat of te UNCTAD. (Part 3).

5.Australa " rn rane gam recorded fmal observations an their
vote nte s upplonmtary finene resolution .Both countries exressed

Mewn ons aomt the suitedlity of finana meanu as a mathod ofdeaIng ith on1-trm ihortfall in export receipts. 1n maitainsd
that tI re al solutio lies in the organization of comdiV mrkets

W1prl



September 16, 1965

Dear

Thank you for your copy of the New

Zealand Goverrment's Second aeport on

Utilisation of Kapuni Natural Gas, which

I am circulating among our staff.

Yours sincerely,

Irving 3. Friedman

Mr. H.S. Bloch
President
Zinder International, Ltd.
757 Third Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10017



september 16, 1965

Dear Mr. Baty,

In reply to your letter of September

13, I am sending a request to our Economic

Development Institute, who handled the

International Economic Association meetings

here in Washington, to mail you a set of

the papers directly.

Yours sincerely,

Irving S. Friedman
The Fconomic Adviser to the President

Mr. Harvey F. Baty
Coordinator
International Program
Pardue University
Lafayette, n Mana



Mr. R.A* Clarke September 16, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Mr. Gunseakara

Apropos our conversation on Mr. Gunesakara I hear that the

IFC is looking for names of people who might manage development
finance companies. I would judge that Mr. Ganesakara might be
quite suited to that kind of responsibility.



Mr. Gordon Williams September 15, 1965

Irving 3. Friedman

Jacobsson Memorial Lectures

I wonder whether it would be possible to send an invitation
to attend the Jacobason Memorial Lectures to Mr. Eugene Haves.
He is an old friend of the Fund and an old acquaintance of
Mr. Jacobason's.

Before World War II he was one of the correspondents of the
London Economist. Since World I Mr II he has lived in %shington.
He is in the investment and investment counselling business and
is friendly with most of the leading financial figures in Europe
and the United States including such people as Governor Frere,
Mr. van-Gardner and Mr. Martin.

Mr. Eugene Havas
3205 R Street NW
Washington : D.C.



Mr. Wishart September 15, 1965

Irving s. Friedman

I would like to draw your attention to your helpful memorandum
of September 2.

For future reference the work on Supplier Credits is being done
by

Messrs. A. Nespoulous-Neuville
P. Pereira Lira
J. Hulley

Mr. Karass is helping out in Barope but is not really doing
much on this any more.



DECLASSIFIED
Personal D AS F September 13, 1965

AUG 16 2023

WBG ARCHIVES

Dear Wilfried,

Thanks for your letter of September 6
and I'll be looking forward to seeing you
on the 2hth.

By all means keep the weekend free and
we'll fit in some golf. Would you like to
stay at our home over the weekend? In aW
case I am sure that Edna would be happy if
you were able to spend some time with both
of us at home and have a few meals together.

In the meantime why not join me in my
office for tea on the 24th - 4 pm would be
fine, or whatever time suits you?

Yours,

Dr. Wilfftied Guth
Mark Hopkins Hotel
San Francisco
California

Air Mail - Special Delivery



Visi.to 1n 7:ad.r t n rdChl

Uill not attempt to report in detail on mr visite to raxil,
Argentina and "1iO. I sardng lable teparately to Ve Departmte
concrnd the detailed infornsation wich I obtaind, and vill infor tW

i1 0 o d3tal of the .tVg of Vises which took pla. Istead I
wou1d rater to sArie r t g on to thre countries seprately
under thrve beadngs, namely t e situation and outlook; aecondly

the* soo c team %tich arn runing te vrious program; an tird
relation with th an N n3to tois taken during; aq of than con-

vematos; thas these rwinmsk on based on mony.

I found everyiter a very fr1endly reception, both as an individual,
ndas 4n officer of te Bank, "n to th* now ideas which we have been

trying to develop in the Bank. In all caom I ws given ample opportunty
to root the top g*ovrnmint officialsa including the* ladM financia and
economic niniatm, the President and Vice PrUsdnte of the Ctra4 Bank,

as woll aU otwr sanar offiialn. I also sked to met the laan people
in business and fim, an did mst ng busineus Isade In these
contries and had V* benefit of nuasrous conversations vt than on tea1r
view on the econwasic sitation an outlo* " on U* future of their

cAlri. In a1 easse I made clear that the converstioms wr not for
quotatio or publcation. The individuals concerned sp*e freely and

frankly. I found that by shuttling bak wA forth beten mthe private
and officia sectors I me able not only to loarn ore but also help
build bridge batmoen the to. In all a I found myvs stressing the
point t unless thee was constructive and useftl cooperation betwee

,he busnes Ccnmity and Ve government there ws -no real hope for a
latig improvament in the country's economie outlook. I alsao had the

opportunity for us*efti talks with the U. S. hAbassador i the thre
countries. The +alke *dth Aubessador Dungan were particularly helptu1.

Thin goonami situation -in tra il is esOsntialy in line vith he
Gvernment's pgr.Thei Governent iw still trying to brig the inflation

under control gradually by reducig the rate of inrase of prices, keeping$
wages increae lower than pea* inreases, restrainZng crdit, inreasing

taxe, etc. and thus changing the inl+Anny aspectation and outlook of
business and labor. Pricem hve r1san in rail a xpeted and ae likely

to ris by about 4W% to 5M by te and af this yew, soe*%a+ nore than w=
orginally antippted, but etill considerabLy below the Q to 90% of last
year. ?h* budgetary situation Is about a espeted with revenw ad

mpeanM ture proceeding acording, to exoutatin, Th main slippg hs
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been in the monetary situation where the monetary expansion has been much
larger than anticipated and the ceilng agreed with the Fund have been
exceeded. The main reason for the excessive reedit expansion has been the
developments in the coffee sector rate. Coffee exports were not as large
as expected, while at the same tim the new crop has been auch larger than
expected. This has resulted in a larger than expected increase in monetary
circulation because the increase in credits to finance the new crop have not
been offset br increased revenues from taxing coffee exports, but rather the

reverse.

The exchange rate has ben kept stable although there is widespread
belief that the exchange rate is not over-valued. IV impression is that the
Goverment people, including the people in the Central Bank,, agree with this
view and would be prepared to change the exchange rate but fear its impli-
cations for the anti-inflationary program. The Government is confronted with
the anemaous situation that while the exchange rate is regarded as over-
valued, foreign exchange reserves at the sam time have been rising. Part
of the explanation for this is the reflux of foreign exchange funds into
Brasil in response to the credit restraint, combined, for the same reason,
with the retention in Brazil of funds that might otherwise have been re-
mitted abroad. The increase in reserves has, of course, caused favorable
coument but for the Government it is also a source of embarrassment. It
means that if the authorities would like to devalue the exchange rate ther
would have to do it at a time when reserves were going up. This would be
hard to explain. Furthermore, at this time there is a certain reluctance
to change the exchange rate because the period of negotiation for new wage
contracts has just begun. The officials believe that by keeping the
exchange rate stable they may be more likely to succeed in their wage policy
than if the exchange rate were to depreciate. On the other hand, there is
an awareness that with prices rising the maintenace of the same exchange
rate penalises exports and makes imports excessively cheap. Moreover,
keeping the present exchange rate has made it more difficult to staq within
the Pand credit ceilings. At present the Brasiliana are discussing with the
Fund the possibility of a large increase in the ceiling on monetary expansion
and one of the Directors of the Central Bank is here for tis purpose. They
were concerned with the Fund reaction because of the tie between the Fund
standby and their coamrcial loans from New York banks, and also its effects
on their financial arrangements with the &aropeans. (I understand that they
have not yet obtained any money from tbe aropeans).

The business coranity in Brasil geems to feel that by and large the
economic situation is not too bad from their point of view. They were
impressed with the wy the Government handled the so-called recession of
last April, Magr and June when measures had been takn to stimulate con-
sumption., for example, of automobiles. There were item businessmen who
continued to complain of the depressed conditions in their industries such
as textiles and food processing. Others, however, stressed the fact that a
strong market still exists in Brasil for their products. Some complained of
the exchange rate by saying that it made it imosuible for Brasil to export
abroad particularly because of the high additional charges on imports and the
inability to procure cenpnsnts abroad. Others compa nad of the failure of
the Government to implement its promised certain public works prograns, said
to be needed to offset declines in business activities in other sectors. There
was also see dissatisfaction with the excessive bureaucracy and red tape in
dealing with the Government and lack of coordination between the federal
Government and the provinces.



The Braziliana are still adhering firmly to the rule of insistence
on domestic procuremnt Qhen such goods are available domestically,
irrespective of price. The Brazilians og that they have a very liberal
import policy, but they stressed the need for continued protection. I
told thie of 'r. i.s recent st,;ent on this matter. 7r. Campos
obviously would prefer to have an even larger margin for donefstic suppliers
bus was clearly not ;o unhappy with the 3ax s poli~y.

th respec to the future of the inflationary trend, I found a mixed
outlook in the business comuanity. Some seemed to reflect the attitude
o a real change inI 7potatis, .ese ividuals accept the point that
without inflation business will have to be conducted on a much more co-
peitive cost basi, ad tLat This might .eau hardLaips for industries uihich
have been depending on inflationary demand. Other business leaders, however,
seemed to feel that the inflation was going to continue, perhaps not to the
extent experienced in the past, but as long as it was in the magnitudes
of 25% to 50' a year, they would still be able to assume that inflationary
conditions would make it possible to sell all they produced. On balance
I would say that the busineaE coruni*y is anticipating a change in the
econmic situation but is not yet convinced that this change will actually
take place.

To buLines c a:uaity zseems divided on its support of the ee3onoic
and financial efforts of tLhe Governmient. Some are not happ about the new
prvissan with respect to taxes which in effect naintain the effective tax
liability by providing for increases corresponding to changes in the price
level. This avoids the possibility of the tax burden being reduced by
s1ple postponemnt of paymente. Similarly, som are not too happy about
the credit restraint and point out that in Jrazil there is not the poesi.-
bilit± of borrowing iedium and long terma money from internal rources as
there is in otezr countries. Some notod that foreign loans essentially help
the public sector rather than the private sector and expressed resentment
at the ability of the public sector to go ahead while they themselves were
experiencing financial difficulties. 1 owever, they all supported the idea
of3 the Govermeont Jbtainir4; £inancial assistance fram abroad and also soe
kind of debt re cheduling. A number of businessman expressed pride in the
fact that Mazi ha not dofnulted on it, past obligations. Bilfoe seemed
to be particularly concerned with criticisms from the private sector and
was much interested both in what I was being told by private individuals
and urged me to tell them r own evaluation of the economic situation.
(ie also urged mle to talk to the U. S. Ambassador and the U. S. temn headed
by Mann visiting flrazil at the tine).

In sumary I would Lay that the business ommunity supports the Govern-
ment politicallAy but i:: uncomfortable with its econxromic program. On
balance I would say that the economic program is going fairly 4ll but is
still in the critical uncertnin stage. The continued rise in prices means
that pressure for me increases, further monetary expansion, likeluhood of
budsgtary imbalance, need for large scale recourse to the Central Bank,
further exchange depreciations, etc., are all real possibilities. Therefore
much of the jud nt on the busine ss outlook is really a judgment on the
ability of the economic team (Governmuent and Central Bank to anage success-
fully the policy of "gradualness 4. This will depend in large part on the
degree to which they will obtain political support for their prograxs, and
the acceptability of their programs by business and labor, as well as the
foreign cnuinity.



he 'conomnic Team

Tl coo_", ic tas c CZapo, :Joe', and to an creaing ctent
Iogueira, the new resident of the CLntral ank, is ell knoun. :ost
interesing i the role which Campos has3 Juingi; consolidated for himself
as in effect theonamic prime minister of the country. This seems to be
basedon oeihartud and overt support by the Presideiit. There soaUms to
be good working relations Wtween Canpos and Bulhoes. I have the impression
Vaa to new Pes-ide of ae entral rank is also part of the inner team.
I personally found xiuh lSs buck passing and division of opinion than I
had found in preiu discusasions vit 12.raillian auth orities of sinilar
rank and responsibilities. 1At seems to be uncertain is what will happen
poltically,. At th mameMnt the President seems determined not to run in
1966 for the Presidency or to have his term extended next year and thus make
an election avoidable. Th*re is therefore considerable speculation as to
who will be the naxt President. Among the candidates are various m-llitary
leader-s who supporited -te Presidit last year when he became the head of
the Covernment. The more left-wing groups have been supporting Marshall
Lot. The President seems to feel t.at the recent noination of '!rshall
Lott by one of the par dIea is dangerous and may undo what he regards as the
desirable effec of the evolution. Moreover, there are authoratative
stories indicating that Ilku'hall LottL5 nominatian was secured by strong arm

.t,.ics by the luft-wing elementw in the labor movement. Many businessmen
would like to see the President remain in office. Nile I was there there
were consiiderable hinzts etht Campos may be the President's choice as his
successor. In Brazil there is the expression that when a person thinks of
himsel sx becoin a President he is regarded as having been attacked by
the '"blu fly". Ther are same irour that Carpos h s 'been attacked by
the lue fly, cludina his current visit to rushsia to study planning there.

"espite ,mh6 slipp ge in the economic program, particularly in the
maneary field, I feel there still is a fair chance of success for the
progra Lo caus of e caliber of t.e econarie team and their firm support
by the Presiden t. If, however, there should be a change in the economic

or a e in their political position, then a revaluation of the
economic outlook would be necessry.

IAlatione with tih. Bank

I did not speak ith the 1Raziia n authorities about the details of
the Bank'S relations with them. They were appreciative af the efforts of
the de Vries nistion and its results. They were, of course, looking forward
to an agond prori with the -ank and felt that they had a good friend
in the DanI; Lulhoe4, however, expressed same concern with the prcedures
o/* the Bank and the implication they would have for the current program.
1e mphasized that therewere certain particular needs, such as agriculture

: roado, rhich had to be tacklod immwediately. 'e recognized that any
comprehensive program would take a good deal of investigation and time.
1Howeer, thoro sor certain things hat had to be done fairly quickly or
th entire progrem could fail. IHe, therefore, expressed the hope that it
*would be possible for the Bak to agree rather quickly on some things that
could be done soon, and leave for more deliberate consideration and future
actions things on which imediate agreement could not be reached. I said
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that I would pass on his view to the Presidsnt and oters in the
Ban* concerned with these matters. (Mr. Aldewereld has been informed).
Bulhoes and Campos were also much interested in te work the Bank has been
doing with respect to the DAC, the measuremnt of the needs of developing
countries for external capital, absorptive capacity, etc. I left with them
the various tatementa wich you had made at DAC, Buhoes expressed the
hope that the Bank would take the lead in pointing to some of the world
wide problems affecting all the developing countries. For example, he
was concerned with the growing tendency towards regionalism. He was
also concerned with the growing nationalism and the tendency of al countries
to seek nationalistic solutions to their problems. He felt that this
problem had becom critical and that it was necessary for someone having
a world wide platform to speak out in advocacy of a truly international
approach to the problems of econemics and finance. He felt that the heads
of the Bank and the Fund were the logical persons to express such views.

All in all, I would say that the relations between Brazil and the
Bank are good; that there is a realistic understanding in Brazil of 07
the Bank is doing what it is doing and an appreciation of the now efforts
being made by the Bank. However, there is also a rembrance of the long
period in which the Bank was relatively inactive in Brazil and a watchful,
hopeful Plertness Ps to whether or not the present iMroved atmosphere
is going to lead to important changes in the actual financial relations
between the Bxk and razil.

2. Argentin

Eespaic Conditions and Policies

It is difficult to smns-ize the Argentine economic situation without
sonding overly pessimistic. On the positive side business conditions are
relatively good, without as much tension as in the past from violent labor
disputes and political uncertainties. The export movennt is most satis-
factory, being in magnitudes of about $14 billion, with very strong world
deand for Argentine grain, mat, and other products. Individual business
leaders ar complaining about the credit "squeese" an unavailability of
financing for inventories and investment, but the credit "squeese" has
not resulted in a recession or unemployment. Budgetary receipts are at
an all time high and the Governmet has not had to resort to Central Bank
borrowing for four monts. Further recourse to the Central Bank uill be
necessary before the and of the year but is xpected to be within the
ceilings agreed with the Fund. Improved budgetary techniques ar being
introduced with tighter controls overggovernmnt exports and receipts --
a sore need in Argentina.

On the negative side, the expectation of continued inflation, both
in business and labor circles, still prevails. The Government efforts to
change this inflationary expectation has not yet succeedd. Capital flight
cotimes and has indeed probably been intensified by recent exchange control
measures, particularly on foreign travel. These measures have widened the
exchange spread between the official rate and the black market rate, with
the inevitable consequene of further undermining the confidence in the
currency. The official rate is 19W 170, and the black market is around MSN
260 to MSN 280. Th exchange rate is clearly unrealistic and its retention
is only doing harm. Wage increases have been higher than the wags line
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which aimed at increases of about 22 per cent per annum. The actual increases
have been closer to 35 per cent. It is questionable whether the monetary
and fiscal policies can continue to be relatively successful in light of
these wage increases. The business community contines to have very little
confidence, if any, in the Government. Contacts between the Government and
the business cammounity are sporadic although there have been recent im-
provements. The railways and eher State enterprises continue to be in a
mess. The oil negotiations have not been consummated although a final
settlement is expected any day. The business community does not feel
that the Government is strong enough to back up the official wage policy
or its other policies; if Government support is not forthcaming, labor
sit-ins and even siolence to employers and their families are feared.
There is, therefore, a tendency to submit easily to labor demands and
assume that inflation will solve the resulting problems. Many in the
business comunity expect the credit restraints to be relaxed in light of
these increased pressures.

On the positive side Mr. Paizalde and others insisted that they do
not intend to give up their wage policy and that business firms acceding
to higher wages will find themselves unable to obtain the bank credit to
finance their increases costs. On the budget side, efforts are being made
to pare down expenditures in order to prevent excessive monetary expansion
in the future and to reduce further the reliance by the Government on the
Central Bank. On the railways the former head of the railways has now been
replaced by a man fan the "economic team" (Hidalgo). The present tactics
are to try to find as much area of agreement as possible with the unions
and then, if necessary, accept a general strike before capitulating on
matteesson which agreement can not be reached. In this way the union's
responsibility for the general strike would become clear. A final state-
ment on the petroleum question is expected any day; there are said to be
no questions of principle remaining but only a few minor questions of
detail.

Economic Team

On the basis of may hours of private conversations I was quite
favorably impressed with the team being run by Minister Pugliese, who
in addition to his political experience, is clearly getting a grasp of
the substance of his responsibilities and is emerging as the "boss" of
the economic team. Elisalde, Carransa (aanning) and Garcia Tudero
(Treasury) seem to be the strong men on the team. They have other able
members on the team and seem to be becoming a cohesive group able to act
together. The real question if hether the President can or will give them
the kind of political support they need. At a small dinner party which the
President gave for me, he expounded at considerable length on his political
persuasion and tactics. He seemed to believe that what Argentina needs is
a period of calm, so that the political and social environment can be
established which is necessary for sensible business as well as governmental
decisions. The uncertainties as to the transfer of political power --
particularly as to how and when -- must con to an end. Incidentally, even
the most severest business critics of the Government agreed that the atmos-
phere in Argentina is more relaxed and favorable to carrying on business
than it has been in recent years, particularly during the period of the
conflicts between the military forces.
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I believe the economic team is gaining experience, a sense of realism
and more self-confidence. For example, Mr. Elizalde and others reacted
quite sensibly to my reports on the unfavorable attitude of the business
conwnity towards the Government, and said that it was :iuportant for them
to try and Improve their relations with business. They took the point
that their program could not be successful without the good will of the
business c2mnity. Minister Pugliese seems to have done most along these
lines. The economic team said that they would give more attention to
improving relations with the business cammnity and to the possibility
of allowing them to have more of an ipact on policy making in the formative
stages. Moreover, eff'orts would be mede to have good relations with the
international organizations, particularly the Bank and the Fund, and with
foreign creditors and investors. On the exchange rate the Central Bank
and Governmnt people argued that they were living up to their commitmnts
to the IF in maintaining their exchange rate since they were not using
official reserves to do so. They seemed to be trying very hard to avoid
a devaluation and are proposing to use bonds to avoid the need to make
the foreign exchange repayments faUilng due in the fall of 1965. If the
bonds aren't successful, depreciation would become inevitable. Itr own
impression is that at least 1r. Kl.zalde is well aware that the rate is
over-valted and needs changing, whether or not the proposed bond issue
is successful.

elations with the Bank

The Argentine Government feels that it ought to do more on a
regional basis, that is after consultation with other countries in South
America -- Chile, Peru and Uruguay were referred to most often. However,
they feel well disposed toward the Bank and appreciate the support which
the Bank has given them. They took the point that the Bank had shown
considerable confidence in them as a team, and in its assessment of the
outlook for 1965/66. They were very interested in what Mr. Woods had
said at the DAC and are eager to have closer relations with the Bank.
As you know certain projects are under active consideration. I did not
exchange views on these proposals. The Argentinians are well aware of
their understanding with the Bank and seem tosume that the Bank will be
guidded in its actions by the performance of the Argentine Governmnt.

Economic Conditions and Policies

The Chilean situation was in some respects the most difficult to
assess. On the one hand the President is enjoying widespread popular support
from all sections of the population. The economic program is going more
or less as planned. However, there seems to be great uncertainty in the
minds of both the Government and business leaders as to the future, par-
ticularly if Congressional approval of the copper deal is not obtained,
while business leaders seem very distrustful of the Government, particularly
of the Congressional mmbers of the President's party.
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The inflationary expectation in Chile has not been broken. Prices
are expected to rie by 25 per cent and wages by a similar aifnt, !oney
supply will probably rise greater than expected although by not much
more. "e reson for this greoater thau exected raonotry expansion
is said to be the effects of the recent stormns which were very damaging,
both in the santiago and Valparaiso areas and further South. However,
tax collections have been better than expected largely because of a change
in technique of tax assessment. (Tae Chiloans introduced a capital tax
based an an estimate of wealth and also have a cost-of-living adjustment
for inco. tax caolleotions . The tax par can in effect choose between
paying more income taxes or less capital tax or vice versa).

At the xmaent the 1966 budget is being put together. In the new
budget agriculture, including agrarian reform and industry, are getting
the highest priority. Much will depend, however, on the inflow of new
external fund;. * ore tax revenues are expected but fram better collections,
not new or higher taxes. It is hoped to put income taxes on a pay-as-you-go
basie Iut the current rate of improvement in tax receipts is not expected
in 1966. An increase in Government investment is also expected as well as
some increase in current expenditures, iA*luding a general increase in
Government salaries of somewhat less than 2,5 per cent, plus wider incentive
increasos. 3usiness conditions have been generally good with unemployment
at about 4 per cent. Thi growth rate this year is expected to be about
4 to 5 per cent in real terms with an average growth rate of !h per cent
projected for 1965-66.

The plans for 11966-69 seem quite optinistic in that they assume a
large inflow of external assistance and a very high rate of public and
private savings. Large scale assistance fran the World Bank is clearly
anticipated. With respect to the foreign debt new negotiations are
expected to start by mid-1966. The balance of paiments is regarded as
more or less satisfactory with considerable help from inflow of foreign
assistance and favorable copper prices abroad. However, exchange re-
strictions have resulted in an active black miuarkt with rates varying from
6 to 8 escudos per dollar, compared to the official rate of about E 3.80
per dollar. The authorities are not trying to elrkinate the black market,
but it is illegal and it may be said to be 'blacker " in Chile than it is
in Argentina. The authorities are still taking the line that they don't ex-
pect balance of payments difficulties after 1969 because of the expected
increase in receipts from copper. They seem to be trying to avoid a change
in the exchange rate and speak of paying much of their backlog of foreign exchange
paymente in bonds having an exchange guarantee. Ar lapression was that there
is general recognition thit the exchange rate is over-valued, but uncertainty
as to what the new rate should be or when it should be changed. Some of the
authorities seem to feel that an exchange rate change is not necessary
because Chile is in a position to "fix" the world price for copper.

The relations between the (overnment and the business community are
not good. The business camwunity leaders to whom I spoke all expressed
good opinions of President Frei but seemed to feel that there were only
few others in the Government that were sympathetic to the business
conunity or were understanding of their problems. Among the individuals
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mentioned favorably were Raul Saez. Moreover, there were very extreme
opinions expressed with respect to certain Ammbers of the President#s
Christian Democratic Party. These were referred to as Marxist,
Socialist, etc. There seems to be a general feeling that the Christian
Democratic Party will emphasize social reform and reliance on the public
sctor irrespective of the economic consequences or cost. There seems to
be fear that the Government will involve itself in and mare more Onter-
prises which are more properly in the sphere of the private sector. In
a conversation, former President Alesandri spoke of the land reform as a
eatastrophe which would lead to a decline in agricultural production when
an increase was urgently needed. He also spoke of new wage bill which
proposed to give labor 15% of profits before taxes. Marr besiness people
expressed the view that the President is not in a position to control his
party members in the Congress and that lor this reason, although the
President said reasonable things and undoubtedly was well intentioned,
the legislation coming out of Congress tended to be "socialistic" and
anti-business. Instead, I believe it is fair to say that the feat of the
Governmnt which was expressed in Chile was even great than that expressed
in Argentina. The failure of the Congress to pass the copper law was
cited over and over again as an example of the inability of the President
despite his widespread support to control Congress. Moreover, the trade
unions are regarded as cnamist-controlled and hostile or at least non-
cooperative.

Economic Tem

The economic team in Chile gave me a very different impression from
that in Brazil or Argentina. hre are a nuber of good men in the
team. I would point especially to the Vice President of the Central
Bank, (Carlos Massad), to Raul Saez, and with somewhat less enthusiasm
to Molina, the Minister of Finance and President of the Central Bank.
However, unlike Argentina or Brazil, this tem does not have the confidence
of the political groups which are represented by President Frei. The only
important exception is the Vice President of the Central Bank who suffers
from being very young (I believe he is about 31 or 32). The Minister of
Finance, olina, is regarded as a hangover from the past administration and
a technician not in line with the sympathies or attitudes of the Christian
Domocratic Party. Molina himself emphasized that this Overnnt does
represent a real break with the past. He agreed that there was considsbhhe
uncertainty in the business community but felt that the business coamnity
would simply havetto change their habits and customary activities. However,
he insisted that he was not anti-business, that indeed he felt there had to
be spelled out a clear definition of the role af the private sector as well
as the role of the public sector, and in addition the role of the mexed
sector. He felt that if this was done it would then be possible to have
better relations with the private sector, Molina also stressed the need
for land reform and the other social objectives of the President. Thus,
despite his past association with President Aleandri, the Finance Minister
is clearly trying to pursue the same point of view as that being championed
by the President.
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1tr own impression is that, as compared with Brasil and Argentina,
what is distinctly missing is someone who might be regarded as the
boss of the economic team and the President's deputy and spokesman
for econemic affair. Perhaps the single most encouraging thing I
heard was that the economic team believes that the policy of import
substitution has come to a dead end in Chile and that exports must
be emphasized in the future. The single most discouraging bit of news
was the inability to get through the copper law. I was told that the
copper law would be passed because actually the Radicals views could be
met by two changes. Tese two changes ware:

(1) Putting the details of the law in the legislation rather
than in the Presidential decree, and

(2) By minor changes in the foreip exchange requirements
as applied to foreign comapanies.

However, since then there still seems to be difficulties in getting
the law through the CcgCress, particularly through the Senate. However,
all in the economic tear agreed that, if the copper law did not go through,
all bets were off with respect to the entire economic program. If, however,
the copper law is passed and if President Frei is able to transform his
political prestige into effective support for his economic program, then
the chanceo of the success of the present program are greatly enhanced.
However, the relations with the business c amunity are critical. The
Government will have to make up its mind whether it will pursue a policy
that will win the confidence of the business canmunity or not.

Relations with the Bank

I found the Chileans were very interested in the work being dane in
the Bank and the implications for Chile. Molina and others are very
interested in the problem of consultations. The Chileans were in the
midst of finishing their preparations for the coming CIAP discussions
in October. They are being subjected to quarterly reviews by the AID,
repeated missions by the Fund, IBM, and others. They said that they
would welcome consultations with the Bank on economic policies related to
development but did wonder whether it wasn't possible for all the outside
agencies or at least some of them to get together and avoid duplication
of work on the part of harassed Chilean officials. It seems clear that
the very top officials are themselves involved in the preparatory work
because of their lack of adequate underpinning in the various ministries
and the Central Bank. I told them that the Bank was also concerned with
the problem of duplication of work and was giving careful consideration
to such matters including possibilities of further collaboration with the
Fund.

In their programs the Chileans are obviously assuming that there will
be a large inflow of funds from the Wold Bank. Moreover - their business
community is very keen on the establishment of a private development bank
and spoke to me about contacts with the IFC on this matter. I understand



that further contacts have been made. Ir sheer coincidence a luncheon
called for me so hhat I could meet the leading bankers turned into
an organizational meeting to set up the meeesary preparatory group
for the formation of a developnent bank which had been requested by
the IFC officials.

I found a very friendly attitude towards the Bank and a willingness
to cooperate with a realistic appreciation that the Bank would have to
be guided by the performance of Chile in determining the magnitude
and timing of its develoruent finance assistance to Chile.

7,'T: pr1



"Ossola Report" on the Creation of Reserve Assets.

The Study Group on the Creation of Reserve Assets under the
Chairmanship of Signor Ossola was instructed by the deputies of the
Group of Ten to examine various proposals regarding the creation of
reserve assets either through the IMF or otherwise. The specific
instructions for the Study Group were to provide in its report "a
descriion and analysis of each proposal, bringing out significant
similarities and differences of underlying principles, functions and
modes of operation" and to "assemble the elements necessary for an
evaluation of the respective proposals .... " It was not asked to and
it does not attempt to - pass final judgments or to express preferences
on taitate individual proposals; its mandate was only to "assemble the
elements necessary*' for en evaluation by the Deputies of the various
proposals.

In examining the general economic Ad financial aspects of the
various proposals, the deputies asked the study group to bear in mind a
number of considerations. There include: the compatibility of the various
proposals with the evolution of the existing world monetary system; their
contribution to a greater stability of the system; their ability to direct
liquidity to countries in particular need; the extent to which proposals
could be used to increase the volume of reservess "across the board"; the
creditworthiness of the claims offered as reserve assets; the machinery
they would need to control both the amount and the distribution of the
reserves that would be creasted by different schemes; the effect which
different proposals would be likely to have on the relations of the
Group of Ten with the rest of the world; and finally, the question of
the desirability of an approach to the liquidity and reserves question
by a relatively small group of rich countries -n as distinct from a
world-wide approach.

Bearing in mind the above guidelines, the report gives its detailed
consideration to the various proposals put forward as a means of increasing
the worlds supply of liquidity. The Group, of course, could not discuss

all the innumerable proposals that have been presented, but suggests
instead Jhat thwse would seem to fall under three headings. There are:
the creation of a new reserve asset by a group of countries; the creation
of a new reserve asset through the machinery of the IT by, for example,
"use of gold tranche or super gold tranche rights, claims resulting
from borrowing under General Agreement to Borrow or other borrowing by
the fund or deposit liabilities by the Fund"; and schemes for providing
countries ho)ding surplus currencies with an alternative asset.

Chapter III contains a description of each of these various methods of
Ancreasing liquidityl Chapter IV a comparative analysis in, what the report
calls, a "horizontal" manner - that in a discussion of the major questions
that arise in establishing means tat for reserve creation. Out of this
examination emerges an analysis of the differences among the various schemes,
and Chapter V brings together these various analytical points, in favor or in
opposition, of each of the schemes in a 'vertical' manner.

The Report is purely descriptive it does not try to make judgments on
basic divergences among countries in their attitude to the question of
international liquidity. As the conclusion of the report states plainly
value judgments diverge on four basic issues. These are, in the first
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place, "the question of a link betven gold and a nrw reserve asset,
the closeness of that link, and its effects on the existing sys twu."
Secondly, "the width of membership for purposes of anagement and
distribution of the assets", Thirdly, "the role of the IM as regards
deliberate reserve creation." And finally, "the rules for decision-
making concerning the creation of reserve assets."

The divergences on these issues among the different members of
the Group of Ten are well-known, and the Report discusses them in
considerable detail. Perhaps the chief merit of this export study
is that it does not look for a technical or eoanomie answer to these
questions, but underlines the fact that decisions about creating liquidity
are political ones which can only be taken by national governments.

September 7, 1965
Bimal Jalan



September 13, 1965

Dear Wilfried,

Thanks for your letter of september 6
and I'll be looking forward to seeing you
on the 24th.

By all means keep the weekend free and
we'll fit in some golf. Would you like to
at our home over the weekend? In any case
I am sure that Edna is happy that you will
be able to spend some time with us at home
and have a few meals.

In the meantime why not join me in my
office for tea on the 24th - 4 pm would be
fine, or whatever time suits you.

Yours,

Dr. ilfried Guth
Hark Hopkins Hotel
San Francisco
California

Air Mail special delivery.



September 13, 1965

Dear Dr. Lehmann,

Thank you for sending to me the newspaper
accounts of my visit to Sao Paulo.

As you know I found the visit most worth-
while and I know this was largely due to your
efforts.

Please give my warmest regards to your
wife as well as yourself and I am sur, that
Mrs. Friedman wishes to join me in sending
these greetings.

Yours sincerely,

Irving S. Friedman

Dr. Otto Cyrillo Lehmann
Usinas Eletricas do Paranapanema S.A.
Sao Paulo
Brazil



September 10, 1965

t dear Adarkar,

Thank you for your kind note of August 13
which came ,while I was out of the country.

I am enjoying my job at the 3ank but do
find that it is very hard work. However, I
am fortunate in having some very good help and
particularly pleased with arma who is able to
be with me.

Thank you also for the resne of Mr. Rao.
I am bringing this to the attention of those
who might possibly be able to make use of
someone like him.

I do hope we will have the occasion to
see each other soon in Bombay or Washington.

With warm regards,

Sincerely,

Irving 3. Friedman

Mr. B.N. Adarkar
Deputy Governor
Reserve Bank of India
Central Office
Bombay, India



September 10, 1965

Dear Mr. Corduan,

Thank you very much for sending mm the
pictures of the visit to your factory. They
are very nice reminders of a very pleasant
and instructive visit.

Please give my regards to Mr. Hubacher
and the other officers from your Company whom
I met during my visit.

Sincerely yours,

Irving %. Friedman

Mr. J.Z. Corduan
Volkswagen do Brasil
Sao Bernardo do Campo
Brazil



September 10, 1965

Dear Eli,

Thank you for your letter of August 2
enclosing the resume of Mr. Sayed, which
cams while I was out of the country - I had
a most interesting trip to Brasil, Argentina
and Ohile.

I will pass on the information to the
possibly interested people here and will
write again giving their reactions to Mr.
Sayed's resume.

Hoping to see you soon,

Yours,

Dr. Eli qapiro
Professor of Finance
Graduate )chool of Business Administration
Harvard University
Boston
Massachusetts 02163



September 10, 1965

Mr. Kamarck:

1965/66 Annual Heport:

I would agree with this but

suggest that Mr. Tamagna be added
to the group.

Mr. Kamarck's memo of Sept. 2 to set up team to work on the
next annual Report:

Mr. Kochav - principal responsibility

Cttee: Mr. Friedman
Avramovic
Isaiah Frank
King
Sundrum



Mr. George D. Woods September 10, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

First Session of Cowutte on Commodities - UNCTAD

When you find the time I believe you wil find of interest

the attached report of the First Session of the UNCTAD Comittee

on Cosmnodities.

Attachment



Mr. Geoffrey M. 14ison September 10, 1965

Irving P. Friedman

Coments by John Mite on DAC Meeting

I am planning to send the attached letter to Miss Rowan.
May I say that despite the letters to us being marked "Personal
and Confidential" I see no reason why this cannot be shown to .
Mr. Woods without permission from either Miss Rowan or John White.
It is obviously being circulated within the ODI as well as to
you, Mrs. Castle and myself. I found the report interesting,
but there are a number of things which I would not agree with
either factually or analytically.

Attachment



Forsonal and Confidential DECLASSIFIED septber 1965
AUG 16 2023

Dear Miss flowan, WBG ARCHIVES

Thank you for your letter of August 10 and
please excuse umy delay in answering as I have
been out of the country.

I have read Mr. White's notes and found them
quite interesting. I cannot say that I would agree
with all of the points, bat perhaps he and I might
have a chance to talk about it some time either in
Washington or London.

Yours sincerely,

Irving S. Friedman
The Economic Adviser to the President

Miss Tvis Howan
Overseas livelopment Institute Ltd.
160 Piccadilly
London WI
England



DECLASSIFIED

AUG 16 2023 September 10, 1965

snal WBG ARCHIVES

Dear Thorhallur,

I was very pleased to get your letter of August 30.
Edna and I hope very much that Lilly will com along
with you. How about saving a Saturday after the Governors'
Conference for us, perhaps lunch, afternoon, dinner, or
all combined. I assume that you will be terribly busy
during the week itself and you seem to be scheduling
your arrival for just before the Conference.

I was most interested to learn about Sverrir going
to Minnesota. Don Waage happened to be here the last
two days and he of course was very pleased to hear of
Sverrir's plans. He will be very happy to have Sverrir
call on him and his family any time he wants. The office
phone number in Minneappolis is 372-3750.

I was also glad to hear that Wilffied's visit was
a great success. From my own experience it is easy to
imagine how much he wast have enjoyed his stay in
Reykjavik.

Looking forward to seeing you soon and with warmest
regards to you, Lilly and the girls,

Yours,

PS. Kenny leaves in two weeks' for EArlham College, a
Quaker school in Indiana, and Johnny is off to a Quaker
boarding school called Sandy Springs, close to Washington.
We hope to be able to tell you more about it when we ee
you in Washington.



B.Jalan
9/8/65

Economic Committee Meeting on iupplementary Finance

of r. Friedman's Statement

The Economic Rommittee met on 'eptember 7, 1965 to discuss the issues

arising out of the Bank leport on the above subject. The Area and Projects

Departments had already submitted their written commnts, but at the request

of the Chairman they orally restated their reactions to the various aspects

of the report.

Mr. Friedman, in his reply, suggested that various comments relating to

the technical and definitional aspects of the report should be taken up at

a later date after due consideration has been given to these by the writers

of the report. There were, however, two or three basic points, an appreciation

of which was essential for an understanding of the approach adopted in the

above report.

The first point is with respect to the proposals likely impact on the

work of the Bank. The formidable administrative task involved in implementing

this proposal was repeatedly emphasised by various commentators. There is

no point in under-estimating this aspect -- the report was written with the

full awareness of its likely administrative implications, but also in the

clear hope that if found acceptable, by the time this proposal becomes

effective (which would be in late 1967 at the earliest), the Bank would be

in a position to meet these new responsibilities. This is an important point

to bear in mind -- this proposal does not fit into what the Bank is doing

now, but into what the Bank could potentially be doing two or three years

later. The proposal was written with the full knowledge that it might also

involve a major shift in the Bank's work, and even in Bank's policy -- but

also with the conviction that the Bank would be prepared to effect such a

shift, if it thought it worthwhile. The proposal may digress from the

Bank's function as of now, but that is unimportant; bhe more important



question is whether the task we are undertaking is worthwhile. This is the

question to which the Report addresses itself, and this should be a test of

the merit of the Report.

The point has been made that the proposal attacks only a minor problem

in the field of development. ly not tie it to the problem of long-term

financing of development as a whole or to the problem of commodity

stabilization? There, of course, can be no doubt that this, if it could be

done., would be ideal. But would it have been politically feasible? The

nations of the world, when they met at UiNCTAD, had indicated their highest

priority through unanimxous vote for international efforts in this direction,

and the wroters of the Roport felt that it was best, from the point of view

of its eventual acceptance, to consider this problem in isolation from all

others. Yt in doing so, the effort was to evolve a scheme that would fit

into a broader picture, and would at least solve one problem without making

ary others worse.

Some have felt that the proposal is too far reaching. The proposal as

put forward in the Report would involve a regular appraisal of the develop-

ment plans of the developing countries and agreement on development policies.

It is recognised that the procedure suggested in this proposal would be

quite out of proportion with its size, but the point here is that in xxx++iy

writing this report, the "agreement" and "performance test" were not con-

ceived of as a new departure solely for this one specific purpose. Instead,

this procedure was iggested because it seemed that the whole field of

development finance was now moving towards a concept of "performance".

Today it seems to be an international consensus that in order to make aid

effective, a mutual agreement on "performance" is necessary; and it was felt

that this present scheme should be tied to that concept. What the content of

this agreement should be -- whether to ti, I to one or two key indicators or

to a review of a whole economy -- is, of ,ourse, a matter for further careful

consideration. These questions are open and the views of the writers are quite
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flexible with regard to these. Further, it should be kept in mind that

the report is not an "operational manual" -- it does not tell us how exactly

this scheme should be operated. No scheme can, the operational details can

only evolve through practice.

Finally, there have been doubts whether this scheme won't divert finances

from some other existing channel. This is difficult to judgel no one can

judge now whether the implementation of this schem, would entail curtailment

of, say, IDA funds. The proposal was, however, written in the belief that

it won't -- it is supposed to fill one gap in the field of development

finance rather than transfer funds from one channel to the other. This is

just as far as one can go -- one cannot presume to make judgments as to

where the money for this scheme is going to come from - if such a scheme

is acceptable to the goverrments.



September 8, 1965

Dear Mr. Andre,

Attached hereto is a copy of the letter

which was sent directly to Ambassador Forthomme

in Brussels.

Yours sincerely,

Irving S. Friedman
The Economic Adviser to the President

Mr. Mare Andre
Attache
Embassy of Belgium
3330 Garfield Street NW
Washington, D.C. 20008



Fils September 8, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Discussion with Mr. Marcus Fleming on Compensatory Financing eport

In discussiun with Mr. fleming today he said that the Fund staff
had been reading the report on Supplementary Financing, however, they
would not give couments until they had been formally requested to do
so.

I agreed that during the course of next week the land would
receive sucn a request but that in the raantim the Aind staff would
be reading the present version, as it was not expected to be amnded
substantially. I told him that it was my hope to have the report go
to the Executive Directors of the Bank by the time of the Governors'

onference.



Mr. Owen September 8, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Economic Committee Meeting - Sept. 7

Please prepare quickly a list of questions which were raised at
yesterday's meeting. It may be that some of the points were not made
as questions, but what I am looking for are points raised for which
we have to have some kind of answer.



Miss Joanne George September 3, 1965

Daphne McGregor

Secretarial Assistance

On Tuesday, September 7, Professor Tamagna will join Mr.

Friedman's group on a consultative basis. He intends working
at the Bank 2 or 3 days a week, and has requested secretarial
assistance (preferably the same secretary) for these days.
Your assistance in this is greatly appreciated.



September 2, 1965

Mr dear Felix:

I% was most en3egable to have had the opportunity
to spend a week in Buenos Aires, and particularly to
have the opportunity for exchange of thoughts with
yoU.

I found that ag visit taught me a great deal for
which I am grateful, as wel as being most enjqyable.
I an sure that what I learned will help m in aq work
in the Bank. If I can be of any help to you in your
most important and difficult undertakings plea call
on me.

I would also appreciate it if you would express
my appreciation to Minister Pulocio, Garcia Tudero,
Carransa, Orinspan, and the others. I was impressed
by their sense of dedication as well as their ability
and would like to again express sm hopes for the
success of your efforts.

Looking forward to seeing you in Washington.

Sincerely yours,

Irving S. Friednan

Felix Gilberto K.isalde
Governor
Central Bank of Argentina
Buenos Aires
AIENNA

ISF:prl



September 2, 1965

Dowr Dr. Lebann:

I would like to thank you again for making
our visit to Sao Paulo extremely interesti4ng, in-
structive and enjoyable. Please also extend wa thanks
to the others who were so kind and hospitable to me.

My Wife and I will long remember our visit and
hope to repeat it sometime. I also hope that we wi
have the opportunity in the future to reciprocate

yor hospitality in Washington.

With warm regards,

sincerely yours,

Irving S. Friedman

Dr. Otto Cyrillo Lehmann
Advogado
Rua Sao Bento, 59-6o Andar
Sao Paulo
IRAZIL

ISF:prl



September 2, 1965

NY Dear Roberto:

I have just returned to the office from mg
South American trip, followed br a few dage of
holidaq.

I would like to thank you again for a most
interesting and instructive visit to Brazil. Because
af your efforts I was able both to see people and
places and to get a first hand impression on matters
of deep concern to me. Pleano convey to Mr. Anorin
(I an writing separately to Octavio de Bulhoes and
Dr. Lehmann), and the mar o~tera who were helpful to
us how much I appreciated their efforts on behalf of
my Wife and myself. In view of our long friendship
I need not add that if I can be of any help in your
most important efforts please call on me.

With warm regards,

Sincerely yours,

Irving S. Friedman

His Excellency
Roberto Campos
Miniater of Planning
OovernMent of Brazil
Rio de Janeiro
BRAZIL

ISF:prl



September 2, 1965

Mtr Dear Octavio:

I do wish to thank you and Mrs. de Bulhos
again for making our visit to Brasil so worthWhile
in every respect.

I found our conversations particularly
instructive and illuminating, and I hope that we
will have occasion to have more in the future. I
plan to continue to follow the situation in Brazil
and perhaps needless to say, send you R best wishes
for the success of yor program.

I do hope ue will be seeing each other at the
tda of the Governors' Conference.

With warm regards to yo and Mrs. do Bulhoes
from ay lfe and agself,

Sincerely yours,

Irving S. Friedman

'is Excellency
Octavio Goula do Bulhoes
Minister of Finance
Governmient of Brasil
Rio de Januiro
Estago Quanabard
B IL

ISF:prl



September 2, 1965

My Dear Minister:

I would like to thank you again for a most
worthwhile visit to Chile. I learned a great deal
which I am sure will be useful in carrying our yr
responsibilities in the Bank. Please be assured
that the thoughts you expressed to me ar being given
the most carelul consideration.

I would appreciate it if you would extend xr
thanks to others in the overnment and the Central
Bank. I found all of ijV talks illuminating an the
hopitality warm and enjoyable. I do hope that you
and your colleagues succeed in your difficult task,
and if I can be of az help please call on m.

Looking forward to seeing you at the Governors'
Conference.

With warm regards to you and the others.

Sincerely yours,

Irving S.Friediai

HUs Excellency
Sergio Molina
Mnister of Finance
Government of Chile
Santiago
CHILE

ISF:prl



PoiInts that mt be made.

1. must help overcoe fandamentAl export problem bi0- helping to develop and
thereby achieve export divearsification.

2. Help alleviate or amUliorate termw of trad problem by providing for
fjn 4n eXporT receipta fanl - broader in approach than price
changes only - If export receipts decln Whl~e deand for imports
decline - then nake rom for further accelration of developmnt - or
buildng of rewerves Wi.h M.niwha dependancy on foreign assistance
or onables further Uberaliaation of paymnts, or combination - very little
likelihood that windfall from this developmewnt videspread, saatained or large.

3. Ombine featurwe of help when really needed, uitable terms of lending,
insistence an performance as subatitutes for discipline of hgh interest
rates and repayment or need for nor* freut reacheduing - (als essential
feature. in romad definition of perforance inclding fiscal, mortary,
co rial, vauange, economic peliciae, etc. vhic affect development
process - Another feature is relation to projt, if at al feasible - non-
project use will be rgsarded as ighly excptional - not taeorotical, but
praotical atandards - try to to ufficiently precie to avoid misunderetaning.

4. Must assump close cooperation with DW as weU as full coperative
relations with mmberv.

5. Aid, if agremment is reabed - wll Et aiaae w nede

6. Need to maintain Importa for developmnt - not only to provide basic food-
stuffs, rav materials, capital goods, maintenasnoe, etc. (easential.) but also
imports needed for cmttvra to avoid wasteful investment thref ore
dc not regard interaifioation of grs. as alternatv to finiaing support
when export receipts decline.

7. Concept of being "beyondt maoers control" applied by 4ioiting on good per-
formea, inolndWs realiatic export rates and avo14inggconditdons wnich

upsets di ur M m op - could be obeoked out by comparing
with world developwents in internatioml trade levels or trade in particularly
ommodities - but too over-ilW Ied to rely on statistical indicators for
perfornce mor realisticay and funy seen by overall consolidation of
economic situation. and policies.

8. Eprt trade as essential for development - probably more than ndamental
asaistance - want to encourage vigorous exporte by LD:'s and wilimnnas to
import by D's and othr LDo's.

9. Rje@vot "oral approach' i.e. ought to be coam ated no matter what policies -
not ecooomi - not objoctive - not administratively feasible.

10. To be really helpful - must be prepared to be relatively large, if warranted -
cannot expect for lari scale assistance without performanoe - exceational
cases, possible to got assstence elsewnere - not part of permenent

arrangemnt in 3chem.
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Rep. Ellsworth's memo on "Preparatory Commission for an International Monetary
Conference".

1. Secretary Fowler in his speech declaring U.S. willingness to attend an interj
national monetary Conference (July 10, 1965) had suggested that a treparatory
Commission for such a conference be given its terms of reference at the 1965
Annual meeting of the IMF. The attached memoramdtm contained the view of
Rep. Robert Ellsworth on the desired composition and terms of reference of such
a Commissions-

1. It is suggested that the Preparatory commission should not set a date for
the conference until the industrial nations have reached basic agreement on a
formula for reform which would, then, in effect be ratified by the Conference,
for as Mr. Fowler had emphasised "to meet and not succeed would be worse than
not meeting at all."

2. The developing countries should be invited to participate in the Conference.
Their problems are real and any negotiated formula for international monetary
reform should take cognisance of their views. However, a voting formula should
be found which, through giving them an appropriate voice, does not give them a
commanding position in the proceedings. An easy solution would be to establish
IMF membership as the sole criterion for invitation to the Conference. If the
Soviet Bloc nations then joined the IMF, they would be welcome at the Conference
too.

3. In plenary sessions and in Committees of the Breton "oods Conference, almost
all decisions were made on the basis of an absolute majority. If the same system were to

be followed in the proposed Conference, the developing countries would easily command
an absolute majority on a one-nation one-vote basis. It is, thereforep suggested
that some system of weighted voting would be apprpriate to give proper signifi-
cance to the international role of the reserve currency nations and major traders.
The memorandum favors the voting procedure now in operation for IMF quota increases.

h. The membership of the Preparatory Commission itself, it is suggested, should
be viewed as a function of lthe tasks assigned to it. If its job were to negotiate
an acceptable formula for international monetary reform for the conference to ratify
the commission should consist of representatives of the industrial countries with
some representation afford to the developing countries. Under this approach the
Group of Ten with actibe observers to represent the developing countries might
be an appropriate Preparatory Commission. If, however, the Sob of the commission were
to be merely to facilitate the negotiation of the advance agreement, the membership
of the commission could take on of the three forms (i} all nations attending the
conference itself should send a representative; (ii) It might consist of institutiobal
rather than national representatives, e.g. technical experts from BIS, IMF, OECD,
UNCTAD, EEC; (iii) The Board of Executive Directors of the IMF or a similar Board
may represent a middle ground between the national and institutional representative
commissions. The memorandum favors this last approach, since on the IMF Board
the developing countries have a specific voice in the decisions taken, yet are
represented by only a few representatives.

Bimal Jalan
August 16, 1965.



Mr. Gordon Williams August 18, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Per Jacoosson Foundation Lectures

With respect to your memorandum on the above lectures I

find that the majority are receiving the information direct

from you and have only two names to add who have expressed

interest in receiving the announcements:

Mr. Andre Nespoulous Neuville - Room 1034
Mr. John Halley Room 1012.


